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I. INTRODUCTION
Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) aims at factoring a
data matrix into low-rank latent factor matrices with nonnega-
tivity constraints. Specifically, given a data matrixX ∈ RM×N
and a target rank R, NMF seeks a factorization model
X ≈WH>, W ∈ RM×R, H ∈ RN×R, (1)
to ‘explain’ the data matrix X , where W ≥ 0, H ≥ 0,
and R ≤ min{M,N}. At first glance, NMF is nothing but
an alternative factorization model to existing ones such as
the singular value decomposition (SVD) [1] or independent
component analysis (ICA) [2] that have different constraints
(resp. orthogonality or statistical independence) on the latent
factors. However, the extraordinary effectiveness of NMF in
analyzing real-life nonnegative data has sparked a substan-
tial amount of research in many fields. The linear algebra
community has shown interest in nonnegative matrices and
nonnegative matrix factorization (known as nonnegative rank
factorization) since more than thirty years ago [3]. In the
1990s, researchers in analytical chemistry and remote sensing
(earth science) already noticed the effectiveness of NMF—
which was first referred to as ‘positive matrix factorization’
[4], [5]. In 1999, Lee and Seung’s seminal paper published
in Nature [6] sparked a tremendous amount of research in
computer science and signal processing. Many types of real-
life data like images, text, and audio spectra can be represented
as nonnegative matrices—and factoring them into nonnegative
latent factors yields intriguing results. Today, NMF is well-
recognized as a workhorse for signal and data analytics.
Interpretability and Model Identifiability Although NMF
had already been tried in many application domains before
the 2000’s, it was the ‘interpretability’ argument made in
the Nature article [6] that really brought NMF to center
stage. Lee and Seung underscored this point in [6] with a
thought-provoking experiment in which NMF was applied
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to a matrix X whose columns are vectorized human face
images. Interestingly, the columns of the resulting W are
clear parts of human faces, e.g., nose, ears, and eyes (see
details in Sec. II-A). Interpretable NMF results can be traced
back to earlier years. As mentioned, back in the 1990s, in
remote sensing and analytical chemistry, researchers started
to notice that when factoring remotely captured hyperspectral
images and laboratory-measured spectral samples of chemical
compounds using techniques that are now recognized as NMF
algorithms, the columns of W are spectra of materials on the
ground [4] and constituent elements of the chemical samples,
respectively [5]. NMF also exhibits strong interpretability in
machine learning applications. In text mining, NMF returns
prominent topics contained in a document corpus [7], [8]. In
community detection, NMF discovers groups of people who
have similar activities from a social graph [9], [10].
The interpretability of NMF is intimately related to its
model uniqueness, or, latent factor identifiability. That is,
unlike some other factorization techniques (e.g., SVD), NMF
is able to identify the ground-truth generative factors W and
H up to certain trivial ambiguities—which therefore leads to
strong interpretability. In [5] that appeared in 1994, Paatero
et al. conjectured that the effectiveness of NMF might be
related to the uniqueness of the factorization model under
certain realistic conditions [5]. This conjecture was confirmed
in theory later on by a number of works from different
fields [9], [11]–[16]. The connection between identifiability
and interpretability is intuitively pleasing—if the data really
follows a generative model, then identifying the ground-truth
generative model becomes essential for explaining the data.
The understanding of NMF identifiability also opens many
doors for a vast array of applications. For example, in signal
processing, NMF and related techniques have been applied to
speech and audio separation [17], [18], cognitive radio [19],
and medical imaging [13]; in statistical learning, recent works
have shown that NMF can identify topic models coming from
the latent semantic analysis (LSA) model and latent dirichlet
allocation (LDA) model [7], the mixed membership stochastic
blockmodels (MMSB) [10], and the hidden Markov model
(HMM) [20], [21]—with provable guarantees.
Our Goal In this feature article, we will review the recent
developments in theory, methods and applications of NMF. We
will use model identifiability of NMF as a thread to connect
these different aspects of NMF, and show the reason why
understanding identifiability of NMF is critical for engineering
applications. We will introduce different identification criteria
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Fig. 1. Classic application of NMF—hyperspectral unmixing in remote
sensing. Top: the LMM for spectral unmixing in remote sensing; every slab
on the left represents a band of the hyperspectral image; each vector wi
describes the spectral signature of a pure material, or endmember; the maps
on the right hand side are called the abundance maps of the endmembers,
which are re-arranged columns of H . Bottom: the corresponding NMF model
after re-arranging the pixels.
for NMF, reveal their insights, and discuss their pros and
cons—both in theory and in practice. We will also intro-
duce the associated algorithms and applications, and discuss
in depth the connection between the nature of problems
considered, NMF identification criteria, and the associated
algorithms.
We should mention that there are a number of existing
tutorials on NMF, such as those in [22]–[27]. Many of these
tutorials focus on computational aspects, and do not cover
the identifiability issues thoroughly (an exception is [23]
where an NMF subclass called separable NMF was reviewed).
In addition, many developments and discoveries on NMF
identifiability happened after the appearances of [22]–[27], and
there is no tutorial summarizing these new results. This article
aims at filling these gaps and introducing the latest pertinent
research outcomes.
Notation We mostly follow the established conventions in
signal processing. For example, we use boldface X ∈ RM×N
to denote a matrix of size M × N ; X(m,n) denotes the
element in the mth row and nth column; X(:, `) and x` can
both denote the `th column of X; “−1”, “†”, and “>” denote
matrix inversion, pseudo-inverse, and transpose, respectively;
vec(Y ) reshapes the matrix Y as a vector by concatenating
its columns; 1 and 0 denote all-one and all-zero vectors with
proper length; X ≥ 0 means that every element in X is
nonnegative; “X  0” and “X  0” denote that X is positive
semidefinite and positive definite, respectively; nnz(X) counts
the number of nonzero elements in X; Rn+ denotes the
nonnegative orthant in the n-dimensional Euclidean space.
II. WHERE DOES NMF ARISE?
Let us first take a look at several interesting and important
applications of NMF. These applications will shed light on the
importance of the NMF identifiability issues.
A. Early Pioneers: Analytical Chemistry, Remote Sensing, and
Image Processing
The concept of positive matrix factorization was men-
tioned in 1994 by Paatero et al. [5] for a class of spectral
unmixing problems in analytical chemistry. Specifically, the
paper aimed at analyzing key chemical components that are
present in a collection of observed chemical samples measured
at different wavelengths. This problem is very similar to
the hyperspectral unmixing (HU) problem in hyperspectral
imaging [26], which is a timely application in remote sensing.
We give an illustration of the HU data model in Fig. 1.
There, x` is a spectral vector (or, a spectral pixel) that is
measured via capturing electromagnetic (EM) patterns carried
by the ground-reflected sunlight using a remote sensor at M
wavelengths. The linear mixture model (LMM) employed in
hyperspectral imaging, i.e., x` ≈WH(`, :)> ∈ RM , assumes
that every pixel is a convex combination (i.e., weighted sum
with weights summing up to one) of spectral signatures of
different pure materials on the ground. Under the LMM, HU
aims at factoring X to recover the ‘endmembers’ (spectral
signatures) W and the ‘abundances’ H . In fact, in remote
sensing and earth science, the use of NMF or related ideas
has a very long history. Some key concepts in geoscience that
are heavily related to modern NMF can be traced back to the
1960s [28], although the word ‘NMF’ was not spelled out.
Perhaps the most well-known (and pioneering) application
of NMF is representation learning in image recognition [6]
( see Fig. 2 and the next insert). There, x` is a vectorized
image of a human face, and X is a collection of such
vectors. Learning a nonnegative H from the factorization
model X ≈WH> can be understood as learning nonnegative
‘embeddings’ of the faces in a low-dimensional space (spanned
by the basisW ); i.e., the learnedH(`, :) can be used as a low-
dimensional representation of face `. It was in this particular
paper that Lee and Seung reported a very thought-provoking
empirical result: the columns of W are interpretable—every
column corresponds to a part of a human face. Correspond-
ingly, the embeddings are meaningful—the embedding of a
person’s face H(`, :) contains weights of the learned parts
and H(`, :) is typically sparse, meaning that every face can be
synthesized from few of the available parts. Such meaningful
embeddings are often found effective in subsequent processing
such as clustering and classification since they reflect the ‘true
nature’ of the faces. In fact, the ability of generating sparse
and part-based embedding is considered the major driving-
force behind the popularity of NMF in machine learning. See
more discussions on this particular point in [23], [24].
NMF for Representation Learning. An example of NMF
for face representation learning is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Here, we use a dataset containing 13,232 images (see the
LFW dataset at http://vis-www.cs.umass.edu/lfw), each
image has a size of 101×101 pixels. Hence, the X matrix
has a size of 10, 201 × 13, 232. We set R = 49 and run
the Lee-Seung multiplicative update NMF algorithm [29]
with 5,000 iterations. Some of the face images and the
learned wr’s are presented in Fig. 2. One can see that
the learned basis W contains parts of human faces as its
columns.
3Toy Demonstration of NMF
A face image dataset. Image size = 101⇥ 101, number of face images = 13232. Each xn
is the vectorization of one face image, leading to m = 101⇥ 101 = 10201, N = 13232.
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Toy Demonstration of NMF: NMF-Extracted Features
NMF settings: r = 49, Lee-Seung multiplicative update with 5000 iterations.
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Fig. 2. Top two rows: face images (x`’s). Bottom two rows: learned
representation basis (wr’s) for human faces. Here we have R = 49.
B. Topic Modeling
In machine learning, NMF has been an important tool for
learning topic models [7], [8], [30], [31]. The task of topic
mining is to discover prominent topics (represented by sets
of words) from a large set of documents; see Fig. 3. In topic
mining using the celebrated ‘bag-of-words’ model, X is a
word-document matrix that summarizes the documents over
a dictionary. Specifically, X(m,n) represents the m-th word
feature of the nth document, say, Term-Frequency (TF) or
Term-Frequency Inverse-Document-Frequency (TF-IDF) [32].
Take the TF representation as an example. There, we have
X(m,n) ≈ Pr(m,n), where Pr(m,n) denotes the joint
probability of seeing word m in document n. One simple
way to connect NMF with topic modeling is to consider the
probabilistic latent semantic indexing (pLSI) approach (see
detailed introduction in [33]). Suppose that given a topic r,
the probabilities of seeing a word m and a document n are
conditionally independent. We have
Pr(m,n) =
R∑
r=1
Pr(m|r)Pr(r)Pr(n|r),
where Pr(m|r) and Pr(n|r) denote the probabilities of seeing
word m and document n conditioned on topic r. This is
equivalent to the following factorization model
X = CΣD> (2)
where C(m, r) = Pr(m|r), Σ is a diagonal matrix with
Σ(r, r) = Pr(r) and D(n, r) = Pr(n|r). Note that under
this model, C(:, r) is a conditional probability mass function
(PMF) that describes the probabilities of seeing the words
in the dictionary given topic r—which naturally represents
topic r. If one denotes H = DΣ and W = C, the model
X ≈ WH> is obtained. Note that W and H are naturally
nonnegative since they are PMFs [32]. This nonnegative
representation of x` is illustrated in Fig. 3 (right), which can
be understood as that a document is a weighted combination
of several topics, in layman’s terms.
The topic mining problem can also be formulated using the
second-order statistics. Specifically, consider the correlation
matrix of all documents:
P = E
[
x`x
>
`
]
= CEC>, (3)
where E = E[H(`, :)>H(`, :)] denotes the correlation matrix
of the topics. The reason for considering the alternative
formulation in (3) is that the model (2) is a noisy approxi-
mation especially when the length of each document is short
(e.g., tweets), so that the number of words is not enough to
estimate Pr(m,n) reliably. But if we have a large number
of documents, the second-order statistics P can be estimated
reliably. The model (32) is an NMF model wherein W = CE
and H = C, if one ignores the underlying structure of
W . Nevertheless, we will see that exploiting the symmetric
structure of P may lead to better performance or simpler
algorithms.
C. Hidden Markov Model Identification
HMMs are widely used in machine learning for modeling
time series, e.g., speech and language data. The graphical
model of an HMM is shown in Fig. 4, where one can
see a sequence of observable data {Yt}Tt=0 emitted from an
underlying unobservable Markov chain {Xt}Tt=0. The HMM
estimation problem aims at identifying the transition probabil-
ity Pr(Xt+1|Xt) and the emission probability Pr(Yt|Xt)—
assuming that they are time-invariant.
Consider a case where one can accurately estimate the co-
occurrence probability between two consecutive emissions,
i.e., Pr(Yt, Yt+1). According to the graphical model shown
in Fig. 4, it is easy to see that given the values of Xt and
Xt+1, Yt and Yt+1 are conditionally independent. Therefore,
we have the following model [20], [21]:
Pr(Yt, Yt+1) =
R∑
k,j=1
Pr(Yt|Xt = xk)× (4)
Pr(Yt+1|Xt+1 = xj) Pr(Xt = xk, Xt+1 = xj)
Let us define Ω ∈ RM×M , M ∈ RM×R, and Θ ∈ RR×R
such that Ω(m, `) = Pr(Yt = ym, Yt+1 = y`), M(m, r) =
Pr(Yt = ym|Xt = xr), and Θ(k, j) = Pr(Xt = xk, Xt+1 =
xj). Here, M denotes the number of observable states and
R the number of hidden states. Then, (4) can be written
compactly as
Ω = MΘM>. (5)
The above model is very similar to the second-order-statistics
topic model in (3): both M and Θ are constituted by PMFs,
and thus being nonnegative. Similar to the topic modeling
example, if one lets X = Ω, W = MΘ and H = M ,
then the classic NMF model in (1) is recovered.
D. Community Detection
Recent work in [10], [34] has related NMF to the celebrated
mixed membership stochastic blockmodel (MMSB) [35] that is
widely adopted for overlapped community detection—which
is a problem of assigning multiple community memberships
to nodes (e.g., people) in a network; see Fig. 5. Overlapped
community detection is considered a hard problem since many
network datasets are of very large scale and are often recorded
in an oversimplified way (e.g., using unweighted undirected
adjacency matrices).
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Fig. 3. Topic mining and nonnegative representation x` =WH(`, :)> for ` = 1, . . . , N .
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Fig. 4. The graphical model of a HMM.
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Fig. 5. The problem of overlapped community detection: assigning multiple
memberships to different nodes in a network according to their latent
attributes.
The MMSB considers the generative model of a symmetric
adjacency matrix A ∈ {0, 1}N×N . Specifically, A(i, j)’s
represent the connections between entities in a network—i.e.,
A(i, j) = 1 means that node i and j are connected, while
A(i, j) = 0 means otherwise. Assume that every node has a
membership indicator vector θi = [θ1,i, . . . , θR,i] ∈ R1×R and
there are R underlying communities. The value of θr,i indi-
cates the probability that node i is associated with community
r—and thus θi can naturally represent multiple memberships
of node i. Apparently, we have θi ≥ 0,
∑R
r=1 θr,i = 1.
Define a matrix B ∈ RR×R, where B(m,n) ∈ [0, 1] repre-
sents the probability that communities m and n are connected.
Under the assumption that nodes are connected with each other
through their latent community identities, the node-node link-
generating process is as follows
θi ∼ Dirichlet(α), P = ΘBΘ> (6a)
A(i, j) = A(j, i) ∼ Bernoulli(P (i, j)) (6b)
where Θ ∈ RM×R collects all the θi’s as its rows, and
α ∈ RR is the parameter vector that characterizes the Dirichlet
distribution [36]. In the above, θi and A(i, j) are assumed
to be sampled from a Dirichlet distribution and a Bernoulli
distribution (with parameter P (i, j)) [36], respectively. Being
sampled from the Dirichlet distribution, θi resides in the
probability simplex, and thus θr,i naturally reflects how much
node i is associated with community r—e.g., when R = 3,
θi = [0.5, 0.2, 0.3]
> means 50%, 20%, and 30% of node
i’s participation is associated with communities 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. Using a Bernoulli distribution also makes a lot of
sense since plenty of network data is very coarsely recorded—
using ”0” and ”1” to represent absence/presence of a connec-
tion, without regard to connection strength. Both the model
parameters Θ (node-membership matrix) and B (community-
community connection matrix) are of great interest in network
analytics. The model P = ΘBΘ> is an NMF model as in
the HMM case. However, P is not available in practice. The
interesting observation in [10], [34] is that range(Θ) can be
accurately approximated. Specifically, denote Û as the matrix
consisting of the first R principal eigenvectors of A. Under
the MMSB model and some regularity conditions, one can
show that Û> = ZΘ>+ N holds for a certain nonsingular
Z ∈ RR×R [10] and a noise term N with ‖N‖F bounded.
Then, by letting H = Θ and W = Z, one can recover the
following noisy matrix factorization model
X = WH>+N , (7)
with H ≥ 0. We should note that the model in (7) is
not strictly NMF, since W could contain negative elements.
However, (7) is usually regarded as a simple extension of
NMF, since many identifiability results and algorithms for the
classic NMF model can be extended to the model in (7) as
well [7], [15], [17], [37]–[39] .
There are many more applications of NMF which we cannot
cover in detail. For example, gene expression learning has
been widely recognized as a good domain of application for
NMF [40]; NMF can also help in the context of recommender
systems [41]; and NMF has proven very effective in handling
a variety of blind source separation (BSS) problems [17]–
[19]—see the supplementary materials of this article. Given
this diverse palette of applications, a natural (and critical)
question to ask is what are the appropriate identification
5criteria and computational tools that we should apply for each
of them? The answer to this question is strongly dependent
on related identifiability issues, as we will see.
III. NMF AND MODEL IDENTIFIABILITY
All the introduced problems in the previous section have
one thing in common: We are concerned with whether we
can identify the true latent factors H and W from the data
X . For example, in topic modeling, identifying H = C
yields the PMFs that represent the topics. To better understand
the theoretical limitations of such parameter identification
problems under NMF models, in this section, we will formally
define identifiability of NMF and introduce some pertinent
concepts.
A. Problem Statement
The notion of model uniqueness or model identifiability is
not unfamiliar to the signal processing community, since it
is one of the basic desiderata in parameter estimation. For
NMF, identifiability refers to the ability to identify the data
generating factors W and H that give rise to X = WH>.
A matrix factorization model without constraints on the latent
factors is nonunique, since we have
X = WH>= WQ(HQ−>)> (8)
for any invertible Q ∈ RR×R. Therefore, for whichever
(W ,H) that fits the model X = WH>, the alternative
solution (WQ,HQ−>) fits it equally well. Intuitively, adding
constraints such as nonnegativity on the latent factors may
help us achieve identifiability, since constraints can reduce the
‘volume’ of the solution space and remove a lot of possibilities
for Q. The study of NMF identifiability, roughly speaking,
addresses under what identification criteria and conditions
most Q’s can be removed. When studying identifiability, we
often ignore cases where Q only results in column reordering
and scaling /counter-scaling ofW andH , which is considered
unavoidable, but also inconsequential in most applications.
Bearing this in mind, let us formally define identifiability of
nonnegative matrix factorization:
Definition 1 (Identifiability) Consider a data matrix gener-
ated from the model X = W\H>\ , where W\ and H\ are
the ground-truth factors. Suppose that W\ and H\ satisfy a
certain condition. Let (W?,H?) be an optimal solution to
an identification criterion or an output from a procedure. If,
under the aforementioned condition of W\ and H\’s, it holds
that
W? = W\ΠD, H? = H\ΠD
−1, (9)
where Π is a permutation matrix and D is a full-rank
diagonal matrix, then we say that the matrix factorization
model is identifiable under that condition1.
1 Ideally, it would be much more appealing if the conditions that enable
NMF identifiability are defined on X , rather than on W\ and H\, since then
the conditions could be easier for checking. However, this is in general very
hard, since the latent factors play essential roles for establishing identifiability,
as we will see.
As an example, consider the most popular NMF identifica-
tion criterion
minimize
W≥0, H≥0,
∥∥X −WH>∥∥2
F
; (10)
see [6], [9], [11], [27]. Here, the identification criterion is the
optimization problem in (10), and (W?,H?) is an optimal
solution to this problem. To establish identifiability of this
NMF criterion, one will need to analyze under what conditions
(9) holds. Many NMF approaches can be understood as an
optimization criterion, e.g., those in [14]–[17], [42], which
directly output estimates of W\ and H\. There are, however,
methods that employ an estimation/optimization criterion for
identifying a different set of variables, and then the latter is
used to produce W\ and H\ under some conditions [30], [37],
[39], [43]—which will become clear later.
Should I care about identifiability? Simply speaking,
when one works with an engineering problem that re-
quires parameter estimation, identifiability is essential for
guaranteeing sensible results. For example, in the topic
mining model (3), W\’s columns are topics that generate
a document. If a chosen NMF algorithm is unable to
produce identifiable results, one could have W\Q as a
solution of the parameter identification process, which
is meaningless in interpreting the data since they are
still mixtures of the ground-truth topics. An example of
text mining is shown in Table I, where the top-20 key
words of 5 mined topics from 1,683 real news articles
are shown. The left is from a classic method (i.e., LDA
[33]) which has no known identifiability guarantees, and
the right is from a method (i.e., Anchor-Free [8], [44])
that is built to guarantee identifiability under certain mild
conditions. One can see that the Anchor-Free method
outputs topics that are clean and easily distinguishable—
the five groups of words clearly correspond to “White
House Scandal in 1998”, “GM Strike in Michigan”,
“NASA & Columbia Space Shuttle”, “NBA Final in
1997”, and “School Shooting in Arkansas”, respectively.
In the meantime, the topics mined by the classic method
(i.e., LDA [33]) are noticeably mixed—particularly, words
related to ‘White House Scandal’ are spread across several
topics. This illustrates the pivotal role of identifiability in
data mining problems.
We would like to remark that in linear algebra, identifiability
of factorization models (e.g., tensor factorization) is usually
understood as a property of a given model that is independent
of identification criteria. However, here we examine identifia-
bility from a signal processing point of view, i.e., associated
with a given criterion. This may seem unusual, but, as it turns
out, the choice of estimation/identification criterion is crucial
for NMF. In other words, NMF can be identifiable under a
suitable identification criterion, but not under another, even
under the same generative model—as will be seen shortly.
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MINED TOPICS BY ANCHORFREE AND AN ANCHOR WORD-BASED
COMPETITOR FROM REAL-WORD DOCUMENTS. TABLE REPRODUCED
(PERMISSION WILL BE SOUGHT) [8], [44], c© IEEE.
LDA [33] AnchorFree [8]
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B. Preliminaries
1) Geometric Interpretations: NMF has an intuitively
pleasing underlying geometry. The model X = WH> can be
viewed from different geometric perspectives. In this article,
we focus on the geometry of the columns of X; the geometry
of the rows of X follows similarly, by transposition. It is
readily seen that
x` ∈ cone {W } , ` = 1, . . . , N
where cone {W } = {x ∈ RM |x = Wθ,θ ≥ 0} denotes the
conic hull of the columns of W . This geometry holds because
of the nonnegativity of H . There is another very useful—
and powerful—geometric interpretation of the NMF model,
which requires an additional assumption. Suppose that H , in
addition to being nonnegative, also satisfies a ‘row sum-to-
one’ assumption, i.e.,
H1 = 1, H ≥ 0. (11)
The assumption is called the row-stochastic assumption, since
every row ofH is constrained to lie in the probability simplex.
The assumption naturally holds in many applications such as
hyperspectral unmixing [26] and image embedding [6], where
H(`, r) means the proportion of wr in x`. In applications
where (11) does not arise from the physical model, it can be
‘enforced’ via pre-processing, i.e., normalizing the columns of
X using the `1-norm of the corresponding columns [13], [37],
if W ≥ 0 holds and noise is absent; see the next insert.
Column Normalization to Enforce Row-Stochasticity
[37]. Consider X = WH> where W ≥ 0 and H ≥ 0.
We wish to have a model where the right factor is row-
stochastic. To this end, consider
X¯(:, `) =
X(:, `)
‖X(:, `)‖1 .
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w3
<latexit sha1_base64="wHnbaUhfePH2+U3N0Ip1PWAzKo0=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozKuiy6MZlBfuQdiiZNNOGJpkhyShlmI1/wa3u3Ylb/4lbf4lpOwvbeiDwce655HKCmDNtXPfbKaysrq 1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmjhJFaINEPFLtAGvKmaQNwwyn7VhRLAJOW8HoZjJvPVKlWSTvzTimvsADyUJGsLHWQ9oNBHrKeue9csWtulOhZfByqECueq/80+1HJBFUGsKx1h3PjY2fYmUY4TQrdRNNY0xGeEA7FiUWVPvp9OAMnVinj8JI2ScNmrp/N1IstB6LwCYFNkM9NwtEtpidhP7LdhITXvkpk3FiqCSzj8OEIxOhSRuozxQlho8tYKKYvR2RIVaYGNtZyZbiLVawDM2zqudWvbuLSu06r6cIR3AMp+DBJdTgFurQAAICXuAV3pxn5935cD5n0YKT 7xzCnJyvX86SlsY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wHnbaUhfePH2+U3N0Ip1PWAzKo0=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozKuiy6MZlBfuQdiiZNNOGJpkhyShlmI1/wa3u3Ylb/4lbf4lpOwvbeiDwce655HKCmDNtXPfbKaysrq 1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmjhJFaINEPFLtAGvKmaQNwwyn7VhRLAJOW8HoZjJvPVKlWSTvzTimvsADyUJGsLHWQ9oNBHrKeue9csWtulOhZfByqECueq/80+1HJBFUGsKx1h3PjY2fYmUY4TQrdRNNY0xGeEA7FiUWVPvp9OAMnVinj8JI2ScNmrp/N1IstB6LwCYFNkM9NwtEtpidhP7LdhITXvkpk3FiqCSzj8OEIxOhSRuozxQlho8tYKKYvR2RIVaYGNtZyZbiLVawDM2zqudWvbuLSu06r6cIR3AMp+DBJdTgFurQAAICXuAV3pxn5935cD5n0YKT 7xzCnJyvX86SlsY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wHnbaUhfePH2+U3N0Ip1PWAzKo0=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozKuiy6MZlBfuQdiiZNNOGJpkhyShlmI1/wa3u3Ylb/4lbf4lpOwvbeiDwce655HKCmDNtXPfbKaysrq 1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmjhJFaINEPFLtAGvKmaQNwwyn7VhRLAJOW8HoZjJvPVKlWSTvzTimvsADyUJGsLHWQ9oNBHrKeue9csWtulOhZfByqECueq/80+1HJBFUGsKx1h3PjY2fYmUY4TQrdRNNY0xGeEA7FiUWVPvp9OAMnVinj8JI2ScNmrp/N1IstB6LwCYFNkM9NwtEtpidhP7LdhITXvkpk3FiqCSzj8OEIxOhSRuozxQlho8tYKKYvR2RIVaYGNtZyZbiLVawDM2zqudWvbuLSu06r6cIR3AMp+DBJdTgFurQAAICXuAV3pxn5935cD5n0YKT 7xzCnJyvX86SlsY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wHnbaUhfePH2+U3N0Ip1PWAzKo0=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozKuiy6MZlBfuQdiiZNNOGJpkhyShlmI1/wa3u3Ylb/4lbf4lpOwvbeiDwce655HKCmDNtXPfbKaysrq 1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmjhJFaINEPFLtAGvKmaQNwwyn7VhRLAJOW8HoZjJvPVKlWSTvzTimvsADyUJGsLHWQ9oNBHrKeue9csWtulOhZfByqECueq/80+1HJBFUGsKx1h3PjY2fYmUY4TQrdRNNY0xGeEA7FiUWVPvp9OAMnVinj8JI2ScNmrp/N1IstB6LwCYFNkM9NwtEtpidhP7LdhITXvkpk3FiqCSzj8OEIxOhSRuozxQlho8tYKKYvR2RIVaYGNtZyZbiLVawDM2zqudWvbuLSu06r6cIR3AMp+DBJdTgFurQAAICXuAV3pxn5935cD5n0YKT 7xzCnJyvX86SlsY=</latexit>
x`
<latexit sha1_base64="luiXFg4z01NpHvm9y9mhIMlQncI=">AAACA3icbZBLSwMxFIUz9VXrq+rSTbAIrsqMCLosunFZwT6gM5RMeqcNTTJDkhHLMEv/glvduxO3/hC3/hLTdha29UDg49xzyeWECWfauO63U1pb39 jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0dtHaeKQovGPFbdkGjgTELLMMOhmyggIuTQCce303nnEZRmsXwwkwQCQYaSRYwSYy0/80OBn/K+D5z3qzW37s6EV8EroIYKNfvVH38Q01SANJQTrXuem5ggI8owyiGv+KmGhNAxGULPoiQCdJDNbs7xmXUGOIqVfdLgmft3IyNC64kIbVIQM9ILs1Dky9lp6L9sLzXRdZAxmaQGJJ1/HKUcmxhPC8EDpoAaPrFAqGL2dkxHRBFqbG0VW4q3XMEqtC/qnlv37i9rjZuinjI6QafoHHnoCjXQHWqiFqIoQS/oFb05z8678+F8zqMl p9g5Rgtyvn4Bf/iYSw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="luiXFg4z01NpHvm9y9mhIMlQncI=">AAACA3icbZBLSwMxFIUz9VXrq+rSTbAIrsqMCLosunFZwT6gM5RMeqcNTTJDkhHLMEv/glvduxO3/hC3/hLTdha29UDg49xzyeWECWfauO63U1pb39 jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0dtHaeKQovGPFbdkGjgTELLMMOhmyggIuTQCce303nnEZRmsXwwkwQCQYaSRYwSYy0/80OBn/K+D5z3qzW37s6EV8EroIYKNfvVH38Q01SANJQTrXuem5ggI8owyiGv+KmGhNAxGULPoiQCdJDNbs7xmXUGOIqVfdLgmft3IyNC64kIbVIQM9ILs1Dky9lp6L9sLzXRdZAxmaQGJJ1/HKUcmxhPC8EDpoAaPrFAqGL2dkxHRBFqbG0VW4q3XMEqtC/qnlv37i9rjZuinjI6QafoHHnoCjXQHWqiFqIoQS/oFb05z8678+F8zqMl p9g5Rgtyvn4Bf/iYSw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="luiXFg4z01NpHvm9y9mhIMlQncI=">AAACA3icbZBLSwMxFIUz9VXrq+rSTbAIrsqMCLosunFZwT6gM5RMeqcNTTJDkhHLMEv/glvduxO3/hC3/hLTdha29UDg49xzyeWECWfauO63U1pb39 jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0dtHaeKQovGPFbdkGjgTELLMMOhmyggIuTQCce303nnEZRmsXwwkwQCQYaSRYwSYy0/80OBn/K+D5z3qzW37s6EV8EroIYKNfvVH38Q01SANJQTrXuem5ggI8owyiGv+KmGhNAxGULPoiQCdJDNbs7xmXUGOIqVfdLgmft3IyNC64kIbVIQM9ILs1Dky9lp6L9sLzXRdZAxmaQGJJ1/HKUcmxhPC8EDpoAaPrFAqGL2dkxHRBFqbG0VW4q3XMEqtC/qnlv37i9rjZuinjI6QafoHHnoCjXQHWqiFqIoQS/oFb05z8678+F8zqMl p9g5Rgtyvn4Bf/iYSw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="luiXFg4z01NpHvm9y9mhIMlQncI=">AAACA3icbZBLSwMxFIUz9VXrq+rSTbAIrsqMCLosunFZwT6gM5RMeqcNTTJDkhHLMEv/glvduxO3/hC3/hLTdha29UDg49xzyeWECWfauO63U1pb39 jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0dtHaeKQovGPFbdkGjgTELLMMOhmyggIuTQCce303nnEZRmsXwwkwQCQYaSRYwSYy0/80OBn/K+D5z3qzW37s6EV8EroIYKNfvVH38Q01SANJQTrXuem5ggI8owyiGv+KmGhNAxGULPoiQCdJDNbs7xmXUGOIqVfdLgmft3IyNC64kIbVIQM9ILs1Dky9lp6L9sLzXRdZAxmaQGJJ1/HKUcmxhPC8EDpoAaPrFAqGL2dkxHRBFqbG0VW4q3XMEqtC/qnlv37i9rjZuinjI6QafoHHnoCjXQHWqiFqIoQS/oFb05z8678+F8zqMl p9g5Rgtyvn4Bf/iYSw==</latexit>
cone{W }
<latexit sha1_base64="4WxF7gzWb2CWA7++P89ad2pd8PE=">AAACDHicbZDLSsNAGIUn9VbrLdqlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWUynbRD5xJmJkIIeQVfwa3u3Ylb38GtT+K0zcK2Hhj4OP/5mZ8TJYxq43nfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODxyj0+6WqY Kkw6WTKp+hDRhVJCOoYaRfqII4hEjvWh6N5v3nojSVIpHkyUk5GgsaEwxMtYauvU80DHEUpAiyIOIw15QDN2G1/Tmguvgl9AApdpD9ycYSZxyIgxmSOuB7yUmzJEyFDNS1IJUkwThKRqTgUWBONFhPj++gOfWGcFYKvuEgXP370aOuNYZj2ySIzPRS7OIF6vZWei/7CA18U2YU5Gkhgi8+DhOGTQSzpqBI6oINiyzgLCi9naIJ0ghbGx/NVuKv1rBOnQvm77X9B+uGq3bsp4qOAVn4AL44Bq0wD1ogw7AIAMv4BW8Oc/Ou/PhfC6iFafcqYMlOV+/M3qbUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4WxF7gzWb2CWA7++P89ad2pd8PE=">AAACDHicbZDLSsNAGIUn9VbrLdqlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWUynbRD5xJmJkIIeQVfwa3u3Ylb38GtT+K0zcK2Hhj4OP/5mZ8TJYxq43nfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODxyj0+6WqY Kkw6WTKp+hDRhVJCOoYaRfqII4hEjvWh6N5v3nojSVIpHkyUk5GgsaEwxMtYauvU80DHEUpAiyIOIw15QDN2G1/Tmguvgl9AApdpD9ycYSZxyIgxmSOuB7yUmzJEyFDNS1IJUkwThKRqTgUWBONFhPj++gOfWGcFYKvuEgXP370aOuNYZj2ySIzPRS7OIF6vZWei/7CA18U2YU5Gkhgi8+DhOGTQSzpqBI6oINiyzgLCi9naIJ0ghbGx/NVuKv1rBOnQvm77X9B+uGq3bsp4qOAVn4AL44Bq0wD1ogw7AIAMv4BW8Oc/Ou/PhfC6iFafcqYMlOV+/M3qbUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4WxF7gzWb2CWA7++P89ad2pd8PE=">AAACDHicbZDLSsNAGIUn9VbrLdqlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWUynbRD5xJmJkIIeQVfwa3u3Ylb38GtT+K0zcK2Hhj4OP/5mZ8TJYxq43nfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODxyj0+6WqY Kkw6WTKp+hDRhVJCOoYaRfqII4hEjvWh6N5v3nojSVIpHkyUk5GgsaEwxMtYauvU80DHEUpAiyIOIw15QDN2G1/Tmguvgl9AApdpD9ycYSZxyIgxmSOuB7yUmzJEyFDNS1IJUkwThKRqTgUWBONFhPj++gOfWGcFYKvuEgXP370aOuNYZj2ySIzPRS7OIF6vZWei/7CA18U2YU5Gkhgi8+DhOGTQSzpqBI6oINiyzgLCi9naIJ0ghbGx/NVuKv1rBOnQvm77X9B+uGq3bsp4qOAVn4AL44Bq0wD1ogw7AIAMv4BW8Oc/Ou/PhfC6iFafcqYMlOV+/M3qbUw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4WxF7gzWb2CWA7++P89ad2pd8PE=">AAACDHicbZDLSsNAGIUn9VbrLdqlm8EiuCqJCLosunFZwV6gCWUynbRD5xJmJkIIeQVfwa3u3Ylb38GtT+K0zcK2Hhj4OP/5mZ8TJYxq43nfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/ODxyj0+6WqY Kkw6WTKp+hDRhVJCOoYaRfqII4hEjvWh6N5v3nojSVIpHkyUk5GgsaEwxMtYauvU80DHEUpAiyIOIw15QDN2G1/Tmguvgl9AApdpD9ycYSZxyIgxmSOuB7yUmzJEyFDNS1IJUkwThKRqTgUWBONFhPj++gOfWGcFYKvuEgXP370aOuNYZj2ySIzPRS7OIF6vZWei/7CA18U2YU5Gkhgi8+DhOGTQSzpqBI6oINiyzgLCi9naIJ0ghbGx/NVuKv1rBOnQvm77X9B+uGq3bsp4qOAVn4AL44Bq0wD1ogw7AIAMv4BW8Oc/Ou/PhfC6iFafcqYMlOV+/M3qbUw==</latexit>
w1
<latexit sha1_base64="7Ct6GpbP2nh9Vylp9FAkTVHWl5k=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozItRl0Y3LCvYh7VAyaaYNTTJDklHKMBv/glvduxO3/hO3/hLTdha29UDg49xzyeUEMWfauO63U1h b39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0ctHSWK0CaJeKQ6AdaUM0mbhhlOO7GiWASctoPxzXTefqRKs0jem0lMfYGHkoWMYGOth7QXCPSU9b1+ueJW3ZnQKng5VCBXo1/+6Q0ikggqDeFY667nxsZPsTKMcJqVeommMSZjPKRdixILqv10dnCGzqwzQGGk7JMGzdy/GykWWk9EYJMCm5FemAUiW85OQ/9lu4kJr/yUyTgxVJL5x2HCkYnQtA00YIoSwycWMFHM3o7ICCtMjO2sZEvxlitYhdZF1XOr3t1lpX6d11OEEziFc/CgBnW4hQY0gYCAF3iFN+fZeXc +nM95tODkO8ewIOfrF8tqlsQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7Ct6GpbP2nh9Vylp9FAkTVHWl5k=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozItRl0Y3LCvYh7VAyaaYNTTJDklHKMBv/glvduxO3/hO3/hLTdha29UDg49xzyeUEMWfauO63U1h b39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0ctHSWK0CaJeKQ6AdaUM0mbhhlOO7GiWASctoPxzXTefqRKs0jem0lMfYGHkoWMYGOth7QXCPSU9b1+ueJW3ZnQKng5VCBXo1/+6Q0ikggqDeFY667nxsZPsTKMcJqVeommMSZjPKRdixILqv10dnCGzqwzQGGk7JMGzdy/GykWWk9EYJMCm5FemAUiW85OQ/9lu4kJr/yUyTgxVJL5x2HCkYnQtA00YIoSwycWMFHM3o7ICCtMjO2sZEvxlitYhdZF1XOr3t1lpX6d11OEEziFc/CgBnW4hQY0gYCAF3iFN+fZeXc +nM95tODkO8ewIOfrF8tqlsQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7Ct6GpbP2nh9Vylp9FAkTVHWl5k=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozItRl0Y3LCvYh7VAyaaYNTTJDklHKMBv/glvduxO3/hO3/hLTdha29UDg49xzyeUEMWfauO63U1h b39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0ctHSWK0CaJeKQ6AdaUM0mbhhlOO7GiWASctoPxzXTefqRKs0jem0lMfYGHkoWMYGOth7QXCPSU9b1+ueJW3ZnQKng5VCBXo1/+6Q0ikggqDeFY667nxsZPsTKMcJqVeommMSZjPKRdixILqv10dnCGzqwzQGGk7JMGzdy/GykWWk9EYJMCm5FemAUiW85OQ/9lu4kJr/yUyTgxVJL5x2HCkYnQtA00YIoSwycWMFHM3o7ICCtMjO2sZEvxlitYhdZF1XOr3t1lpX6d11OEEziFc/CgBnW4hQY0gYCAF3iFN+fZeXc +nM95tODkO8ewIOfrF8tqlsQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7Ct6GpbP2nh9Vylp9FAkTVHWl5k=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozItRl0Y3LCvYh7VAyaaYNTTJDklHKMBv/glvduxO3/hO3/hLTdha29UDg49xzyeUEMWfauO63U1h b39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0ctHSWK0CaJeKQ6AdaUM0mbhhlOO7GiWASctoPxzXTefqRKs0jem0lMfYGHkoWMYGOth7QXCPSU9b1+ueJW3ZnQKng5VCBXo1/+6Q0ikggqDeFY667nxsZPsTKMcJqVeommMSZjPKRdixILqv10dnCGzqwzQGGk7JMGzdy/GykWWk9EYJMCm5FemAUiW85OQ/9lu4kJr/yUyTgxVJL5x2HCkYnQtA00YIoSwycWMFHM3o7ICCtMjO2sZEvxlitYhdZF1XOr3t1lpX6d11OEEziFc/CgBnW4hQY0gYCAF3iFN+fZeXc +nM95tODkO8ewIOfrF8tqlsQ=</latexit>
w2
<latexit sha1_base64="CYhZCPEK9B+HOgsy6FqTiswwd14=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozRdBl0Y3LCvYh7VAyaaYNTTJDklHKMBv/glvduxO3/hO3/hLTdha29UDg49xzyeUEMWfauO63U1h b39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0ctHSWK0CaJeKQ6AdaUM0mbhhlOO7GiWASctoPxzXTefqRKs0jem0lMfYGHkoWMYGOth7QXCPSU9Wv9csWtujOhVfByqECuRr/80xtEJBFUGsKx1l3PjY2fYmUY4TQr9RJNY0zGeEi7FiUWVPvp7OAMnVlngMJI2ScNmrl/N1IstJ6IwCYFNiO9MAtEtpydhv7LdhMTXvkpk3FiqCTzj8OEIxOhaRtowBQlhk8sYKKYvR2REVaYGNtZyZbiLVewCq1a1XOr3t1FpX6d11OEEziFc/DgEupwCw1oAgEBL/AKb86z8+5 8OJ/zaMHJd45hQc7XL8z+lsU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CYhZCPEK9B+HOgsy6FqTiswwd14=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozRdBl0Y3LCvYh7VAyaaYNTTJDklHKMBv/glvduxO3/hO3/hLTdha29UDg49xzyeUEMWfauO63U1h b39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0ctHSWK0CaJeKQ6AdaUM0mbhhlOO7GiWASctoPxzXTefqRKs0jem0lMfYGHkoWMYGOth7QXCPSU9Wv9csWtujOhVfByqECuRr/80xtEJBFUGsKx1l3PjY2fYmUY4TQr9RJNY0zGeEi7FiUWVPvp7OAMnVlngMJI2ScNmrl/N1IstJ6IwCYFNiO9MAtEtpydhv7LdhMTXvkpk3FiqCTzj8OEIxOhaRtowBQlhk8sYKKYvR2REVaYGNtZyZbiLVewCq1a1XOr3t1FpX6d11OEEziFc/DgEupwCw1oAgEBL/AKb86z8+5 8OJ/zaMHJd45hQc7XL8z+lsU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CYhZCPEK9B+HOgsy6FqTiswwd14=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozRdBl0Y3LCvYh7VAyaaYNTTJDklHKMBv/glvduxO3/hO3/hLTdha29UDg49xzyeUEMWfauO63U1h b39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0ctHSWK0CaJeKQ6AdaUM0mbhhlOO7GiWASctoPxzXTefqRKs0jem0lMfYGHkoWMYGOth7QXCPSU9Wv9csWtujOhVfByqECuRr/80xtEJBFUGsKx1l3PjY2fYmUY4TQr9RJNY0zGeEi7FiUWVPvp7OAMnVlngMJI2ScNmrl/N1IstJ6IwCYFNiO9MAtEtpydhv7LdhMTXvkpk3FiqCTzj8OEIxOhaRtowBQlhk8sYKKYvR2REVaYGNtZyZbiLVewCq1a1XOr3t1FpX6d11OEEziFc/DgEupwCw1oAgEBL/AKb86z8+5 8OJ/zaMHJd45hQc7XL8z+lsU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CYhZCPEK9B+HOgsy6FqTiswwd14=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozRdBl0Y3LCvYh7VAyaaYNTTJDklHKMBv/glvduxO3/hO3/hLTdha29UDg49xzyeUEMWfauO63U1h b39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0ctHSWK0CaJeKQ6AdaUM0mbhhlOO7GiWASctoPxzXTefqRKs0jem0lMfYGHkoWMYGOth7QXCPSU9Wv9csWtujOhVfByqECuRr/80xtEJBFUGsKx1l3PjY2fYmUY4TQr9RJNY0zGeEi7FiUWVPvp7OAMnVlngMJI2ScNmrl/N1IstJ6IwCYFNiO9MAtEtpydhv7LdhMTXvkpk3FiqCTzj8OEIxOhaRtowBQlhk8sYKKYvR2REVaYGNtZyZbiLVewCq1a1XOr3t1FpX6d11OEEziFc/DgEupwCw1oAgEBL/AKb86z8+5 8OJ/zaMHJd45hQc7XL8z+lsU=</latexit>
w3
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Fig. 6. Two versions of the NMF geometry when R = 3. Left: the original
version. Right: the normalized version where H is row-stochastic. The dots
are x`’s.
The above gives an NMF model as follows:
X¯(:, `) =
R∑
r=1
W (:, r)
‖W (:, r)‖1︸ ︷︷ ︸
W¯ (:,r)
‖W (:, r)‖1H(`, r)
‖∑Rr=1W (:, r)H(`, r)‖1︸ ︷︷ ︸
H¯(`,r)
=
R∑
r=1
W¯ (:, r)H¯(`, r) = W¯ H¯(`, :)>.
Note that identifying W¯ recovers W with a column
scaling ambiguity (which is intrinsic anyway), and thus
the above normalized model is useful in estimating the
original latent factors. To show that H¯(`, :)1 = 1, note
that the following holds when W ≥ 0:∥∥∥∥∥
R∑
r=1
W (:, r)H(`, r)
∥∥∥∥∥
1
=
R∑
r=1
H(`, r)‖W (:, r)‖1.
The above does not hold if W has negative elements.
When H is row-stochastic, we have
x` ∈ conv {W } , ` = 1, . . . , N,
where conv {W } = {x ∈ RM |x = Wθ,θ ≥ 0, θ>1 =
1} denotes the convex hull of the columns of W . When
rank(W ) = R, it can be shown that the columns of W are
also the vertices of this convex hull ( note that the converse
is not necessarily true). The convex hull is also called a
simplex if the columns of W are affinely independent, i.e.,
if {wr − wR}r=1,...,R−1 is linearly independent. The two
geometric interpretations of NMF are shown in Fig. 6. From
the geometries, it is also obvious that NMF is equivalent to
recovering a data enclosing conic hull or simplex—which can
be very ill-posed as many solutions may exist. To be more pre-
cise, let us take the later case as an example: Assume W ≥ 0.
Then x` ∈ RM+ holds for all `. Any Ŵ = [ŵ1, . . . , ŵR] that
satisfies conv{X} ⊆ conv{Ŵ } ⊆ RM+ also satisfies the data
model X = Ŵ Ĥ>= WH> for some Ĥ , where both H and
Ĥ satisfy (11), W 6= Ŵ , and H 6= Ĥ—see Fig. 7.
2) Key Characterizations: Let us take another look at
Fig. 7. Assume that W ≥ 0 and H satisfies the row-
stochasticity condition in (11). Intuitively, if the data points
x`’s are ‘well spread’ in RM+ such that conv {X} ≈ RM+ ,
then it would be hard to find a Ŵ such that conv {X} ⊆
conv{Ŵ } ⊆ RM+ holds—and a unique factorization model is
then possibly guaranteed. This suggests that, to understand the
identifiability of different NMF approaches, it is important to
7Fig. 7. Illustration of the ill-posedness of NMF. The dashed lines represent
conv{Ŵ }’s that enclose all the x`’s. That is, there are many solutions that
satisfy the data model X =WH> with H ≥ 0 and H1 = 1.
Fig. 8. Illustration of the separability (top) and sufficiently scattered (bottom)
conditions where M = R = 3. The left and right columns are visualized by
assuming that the viewer is facing cone{e1, e2, e3} (towards the origin) and
cone{W }, respectively. The left column is illustrated in the H-domain. The
right hand side shows the corresponding views in the data
characterize the ‘distribution’ of vectors within the nonnega-
tive orthant.
In the literature, such characterizations are usually described
in terms of the geometric properties of H (or W , by role
symmetry). The scattering of H(`, :)’s is directly translated
to that of x`’s since they are linked by a full column rank
matrix W . The following is arguably the most frequently used
characterization:
Definition 2 (Separability) A nonnegative matrix H ∈
RN×R is said to satisfy the separability condition if
cone
{
H>
}
= cone {e1, . . . , eR} = RR+. (12)
Note that in Definition 2, the way we state separability is
somewhat different from that in the literature [9], [11], [12],
[37], [39]; our intention with using Definition 2 is to provide
geometric interpretation. In the literature, H is said to satisfy
the separability condition if for every r = 1, ..., R, there exists
a row index `r such that
H(`r, :) = αre
>
r,
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to measure the volume; see, e.g., [33]. The VolMin criterion
for BSS-QSS is formulated as follows:
VolMin Criterion:
min
B∈CN2×K ,Θ∈RK×M
det(BHB) (20a)
s.t. z[m] = Bθm, m = 1, . . . ,M, (20b)
θm ≥ 0, 1Tθm = 1, ∀m, (20c)
where θm ∈ RK represents the m-th column of Θ for
m = 1, . . . ,M . In VolMin, a fundamentally exciting challenge
is whether one can prove its identifiability, thereby provid-
ing mathematically precise and non-heuristic explanations of
Craig’s belief. Identifiability of VolMin was previously estab-
lished under the pure pixel assumption [30], which is (A1) and
is believed to be a loose sufficient condition. Here, we provide
a more relaxed sufficient condition3 under which Problem (20)
uniquely identifies H (up to a permutation ambiguity). To
proceed, let
D¯ = [ [d¯[1], . . . , d¯[M ] ]
and consider the following assumption:
(A4) The matrices H and D¯ satisfy rank(H) = rank(D¯) =
K . Also, cone(D¯) satisfies
(i) C ⊆ cone(D¯), where C is a second order cone
C = {x ∈ RK |1Tx ≥ √K − 1∥x∥2};
(ii) cone(D¯) ̸⊆ cone(Q), for any unitary matrix Q ∈
RK×K that is not a permutation matrix.
We show that (A4) is a sufficient condition for identifiability
of VolMin:
Theorem 1 Under (A4), the VolMin criterion uniquely iden-
tifies both H and D¯ up to a permutation. Specifically, any
optimal solution to Problem (20) under (A4) takes the form
B = HΠ, Θ = ΠT D¯,
where Π is a permutation matrix.
The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in Appendix B. We
provide intuition regarding (A4) and Theorem 1 using graph-
ical examples for K = 3; see Fig. 8. In these examples, we
visualize the cones on the hyperplane 1Tx = 1. Specifically,
C corresponds to a ball, RK+ is an equilateral triangle and
cone(D¯) is a polytope inside this equilateral triangle. The
columns of Q also span equilateral triangles such that each
facet is tangent to the ball corresponding to C; note that
these equilateral triangles determined byQ are actually rotated
versions of the triangle determined by RK+ . In Fig. 8 (a), we
show a situation where (A4) is satisfied as C is contained in
3Condition (A4) and the proof of Theorem 1 were developed during X.
Fu’s visit to the University of Minnesota, in the fall of 2013. At the same
time, W.-K. Ma collaborated with C.-H. Lin and C.-Y. Chi, from National
Tsinghua University, Taiwan, and they independently proved another sufficient
condition [38], based on a different approach. We would like to acknowledge
that these were parallel independent developmen s.
cone(D¯) and no rotation of RK+ can contain cone(D¯). Fig. 8
(b) shows a situation where Conditions (i)-(ii) are violated. In
Fig. 8 (c), Condition (i) is satisfied while Condition (ii) is not,
as one can see that there is aQ such that cone(D¯) ⊆ cone(Q).
In Fig. 8 (d), we show a situation where (A1) holds. It is clear
in this figure that (A1) is a special case of (A4) and thus our
proposed sufficient condition for identifiability of VolMin is
tighter than the previous one in [30].
From a practical point of view, if each source overpowers
the rest in some frames, then (A4) is likely to be fulfilled.
Note that we also want each source to prevail in several
frames, so that cone(D¯) exhibits roughly symmetric shape
in RK+ [cf. Fig. 8 (a)]. In some BSS-QSS problems such as
speech separation, such rough symmetric shape of cone(D¯) is
empirically true. Hence, (A4) is easier to satisfy than (A1) for
such BSS-QSS problems.
e1
e1 e1
e1
e2
e2 e2
e2e3
e3 e3
e3
q1
q2
q3
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 8: Some examples of cone(D¯) by assuming that K = 3
and that the viewers are facing the hyperplane 1Tx = 1 from
the positive orthant. In subfigures (a)-(d), the inner circle cor-
responds to C, the shadowed polytope corresponds to cone(D¯),
the outer circle corresponds to C⋆ = {x ∈ RK |1Tx ≥ ∥x∥2},
and the red dots correspond to d¯[m]’s.
B. Over-determined-case Algorithm: Alternating Optimization
Under (A4), H can be estimated using any of the existing
VolMin algorithms [29], [30], albeit their computational cost
can be a burden, due to the form of the VolMin criterion
in (20). In the specific context of over-determined BSS-
QSS, however, VolMin can be significantly simplified by
exploiting the special signal structure, as we explain next.
Recall that in the over-determined case, we can use the
pre-whitened and principal subspace-projected data {z˜[m] =
y˜[m]/Tr(R[m])}Mm=1 as input, for fending against the short-
term source cross-correlation problem. As a result, the opera-
Fig. 9. The inner circle corresponds to C, the shadowed polytope corresponds
to cone{H>}, the outer circle corresponds to {x ∈ RR|1>x ≥ ‖x‖2}, and
the red dots correspond to H(`, :)’s. (a) H satisfies the sufficiently scattered
condition; (b) H does not satisfy the sufficiently scattered condition; (c)
C ⊆ cone{H>} but the regularity condition is violated; (d) H satisfies the
separability condition. Figure reproduced (permission will be sought) from
[17], c© IEEE.
where αr > 0 is a scalar and e is the rth coordinate vector in
RR. When (11) is satisfied, αr = 1 for r = 1, . . . , R—which
is exactly what we summarized in Definition 2.
The separ bility condition2 has been used to come up with
effective NMF algorithms in many fields—but it is considered
a relatively restrictive condition. Essentially, it means that the
extreme rays of the nonnegative orthant (i.e., αrer for αr > 0)
are ‘touched’ by some row of H and thus the conic hull
of H> equals to the entire nonnegative orthant; see Fig. 8
(top). Correspondingly, in the data domain ( corresponding
to the right column of Fig. 8), one can see that there exists
x`r = αrwr for each r = 1, . . . , R, i.e., the x`’s are actually
‘touching the corners’ in cone {W }—we have cone {X} =
cone {W } under separability. Another condition that can
effectively model the spread of the nonnegative vectors but
is much more relaxed [9], [15], [17] (see also [16], [45]) is as
follows:
Definition 3 (Sufficiently Scattered) A nonnegative matrix
H ∈ RN×R is said to be sufficiently scattered if the following
two conditions are satisfied:
1) the rows of H are spread enough so that
C ⊆ cone{H>} (13)
where C is a second-order cone defined as C = {x ∈
RR | x>1 ≥ √R− 1‖x‖2}.
2) cone{H>} ⊆ cone{Q} does not hold for any orthonor-
mal Q except the permutation matrices.
To understand the sufficiently scattered condition, one key
is to understand the second-order cone C. This second-order
2Another remark is that, in the literature, often times separability is defined
for X; i.e., when H satisfies Definition 2, it is said that X is separable. In
this tutorial, we do not use this notion of separability. Instead, we unify the
geometric characterizations of the NMF model using the structure of the latent
factors as in Definitions 2-3.
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Fig. 8. A closer look at C for R = 3 from another angle.
α > 0) are ‘touched’ by some rows of H and thus the
conic hull of H> equals to the entire nonnegative orthant;
see Fig. 7 (top). Correspondingly, in the data domain, one can
see that there exists x`r = αrwr for all r = 1, . . . , R, which
indicates that x`’s spreads very well with in cone {W }—
we have cone {X} = cone {W } under separability. Another
condition that can effectively model the spread of the nonneg-
ative vectors but is considered much more relaxed relative to
separability is as follows [7], [13], [15] (see also [14], [32]):
Definition 3 (Sufficiently Scattered) A nonnegative matrix
H ∈ RN×R is sufficiently scattered if
C ⊆ cone{H>} (10)
and a certain regularity condition is satisfied (see details in the
supplementary materials and [7], [13]), where C is a second-
order cone defined as follows:
C = {x|x>1 ≥ √R− 1‖x‖2}.
To understand the sufficiently scattered condition, one key
is to understand the second-order cone C. This second-order
cone is special and of interest since it is tangent to every facet
of the nonnegative orthant (see Fig. 7 (left bottom)). Hence,
if H satisfies the sufficiently scattered condition, it means the
rows ofH spread enough in the nonnegative orthant. However,
the rows of H need not be ‘extremely scattered’ that its conic
hull ‘covers’ the entire nonnegative orthant, but only ‘well
scattered’ to contain the second-order cone C as its subset—
which is uch more relaxed a condition relative to separability.
Another key difference in the data geometries resulted
from Definitions 2-3 is that under the sufficiently scattered
condition, there may not be data point touching wr (see Fig. 7
(right bottom)). As one will see, such difference leads to quite
different NMF algorithms and theoretical results.
Before we go to the next section, one important remark is
that we will use W\ and H\ in the sequel to denote the true
generating factors of that give rise to the data X = W\H>\ ,
to differentiate with the optimization variables W and H in
the NMF factorization criteria. We will assume full rank of
ground-truth generating factors W\ and H\ throughout this
article, since most NMF methods work under this condition
(although there exists interesting exceptions such as that in
[33]).
IV. SEPARABILITY-BASED METHODS FOR NMF
In this section, we will introduce some representative ap-
proaches that explicitly make use of the separability condition
and have identifiability guarantees. The separability condition
was first named by Donoho et al. in 2004 [9]. However, this
condition was used for NMF in the context of hyperspectral
unmixing even before 2004. In HU, researchers have found
that there are many pixels that only contain a single material,
i.e., xnr = W\(:, r) for r = 1, . . . , R (assuming X = W\H
>
\
without noise), and the existence of such ‘pure pixels’ can be
utilized to build very effective HU algorithms [26], [28], [34].
To understand the reason why separability helps, we assume
that H\1 = 1 and H\ ≥ 0, i.e., H\ is row-stochastic.
Under separability, there is an index set Λ = {n1, n2, . . . , nR}
that collects the indices efined in Definition 2, which satisfy
H\(nr, :) = e
>
r for r = 1, . . . , R. As we have seen in Fig. 7,
the vertices of the convex hull are now ‘touched’ by some
data samples (i.e., columns of X). In other words, we have
X(:, Λ) = W\ in the noiseless case. Instead of finding a
simplex that encloses all the data columns, now the problem
boils down to finding data columns which span a convex
hull (or conic hull) that encloses all the other data columns.
If Λ can be successfully identified, one can simply retrieve
the latent factors via Ŵ = X(:, Λ) and Ĥ = Ŵ †X (or
Ĥ = arg minH≥0 ‖X − ŴH>‖2F ).
A. Convex Formulations
• Basic Insight Under separability, the critical step towards
NMF identification is to design an efficient algorithm to ‘pick
out’ the vertices of the data convex hull (or extreme rays if
H\1 = 1 is not assumed) from x1, . . . ,xN . It turns out that
this can be done via a variety of convex formulations. The
idea behind is based on a simple fact: The vertices (or extreme
rays) of a convex hull (conic hull) cannot be represented by
any other vectors that reside inside the convex hull (conic hull)
using their convex combinations (nonngetiave combinations).
For example, if noise is absent, Eq. (8) (row-stochasticity of
H\) is satisfied, and ` ∈ Λ = {n1, . . . , nR}, then we always
have (
min
θ≥0,1T θ=1
‖x` −X−`θ‖q
)
> 0, (11)
where X−` denotes X with the column x` taken out and
q ≥ 1, i.e., ‖ · ‖q is any convex norm. When ` /∈ Λ, we
always have minθ≥0,1T θ=1 ‖x` −X−`θ‖q = 0 since x` ∈
conv {X(:, Λ)}.
A relatively naive implementation of separability-based
NMF is to repeatedly solve Problem (11) for each ` ∈
{1, . . . , N} and compare the objective values, which is the
basic idea in [35], [36]. It can be shown that even there is
noise, (11) can still effectively identify a Ŵ that is a fairly
good approximation for the true W\, under certain conditions.
These are favorable properties. However, this formulation
needs to solve N convex programs, each of which has N − 1
decision variables, which can be quite inefficient when N is
large.
• Self-dictionary Convex Formulations To avoid solving
a large number of convex programs, a class of convex
Fig. 10. A closer look at the second-order cone C for R = 3 from another
angle. A second-order cone [46] is sometimes called the ice cream cone due
to its shape in the three-dimensional space.
cone is tangent to every facet of the nonnegative orthant (see
Figs. 9–10). Hence, if H satisfies the sufficiently scattered
condition, it means that the rows of H are spread enough in
the nonnegative orthant (at least every facet of the nonnegative
orthant has to be ‘touched’ by some rows ofH; see Fig. 9 (a)).
The second condition has a couple of equiv ent forms [9],
[17] and seems a bit technical at first glance. Geometrically, it
means that cone{H>} needs to be slightly ‘larger’ than C, not
just tangentially containing it; see [14], [17] and the illustration
in Fig. 9 (c) for a case that violates the regularity condition.
However, the rows of H need not be so ‘extremely
scattered’ hat its conic hull ‘covers’ the entire nonnegative
orthant, but only ‘well scattered’ to contain the second-order
cone C—which is much more relaxed than the separability
condition. Fig. 9 gives more illustrations on different scenarios
for cone{H>}. A key difference in the ambient data geome-
tries resulting from Definitions 2-3 is that under the sufficiently
scattered condition, there need not be data points touching the
wr’s; see Fig. 8 (bottom right).
Before we move to the next section, one important remark
is that we will use W\ and H\ in the sequel to denote the true
generating factors that give rise to the data X = W\H>\ , to
distinguish them from the optimization variables W and H in
the NMF criteria. We will assume the ground-truth generating
factorsW\ andH\ to be full-rank throughout this article, since
most NMF methods work under this condition (although there
exist interesting exceptions; see [47]).
IV. SEPARABILITY-BASED METHODS FOR NMF
In this section, we will introduce some representative ap-
proaches that explicitly make use of the separability condition
(cf. Definition 2) and have identifiability guarantees. From
a terminology point of view, the separability condition was
first coined by Donoho et al. in 2004 [11]. However, this
condition was used for NMF in the context of hyperspectral
unmixing well before 2004. In HU, researchers noticed that
there are instances in which th remotely sensed hypersp ctral
images have many pixels containing only a single material;
i.e., if noise is absent, there exist induces `r for r = 1, . . . , R
such that x`r = W\(:, r) (or equivalently, H\(`r, r) = 1
and H\(`r, j) = 0 for j 6= r). The existence of such ‘pure
pixels’ has been exploited to come up with quite effective
hyperpsectral unmixing algorithms [42], [43], [48].
To understand the reason why separability helps, we assume
that H\1 = 1 and H\ ≥ 0, i.e., H\ is row-stochastic. Under
separability, there is an index set Λ = {`1, `2, . . . , `R} that
collects the indices satisfyingH\(`r, :) = e>r for r = 1, . . . , R.
As we have see in Fig. 8 (top), the vertices of the convex
hull are now ‘touched’ by some data samples (i.e., columns of
X). In other words, we have X(:, Λ) = W\ in the noiseless
case. Instead of finding a simplex that encloses all the data
columns, now the problem boils down to finding data columns
which span a convex hull (or conic hull) that encloses all the
other data columns. If Λ can be success ully identified, one
can simply retrieve the latent factors via Ŵ = X(:, Λ) and
Ĥ>= Ŵ †X (or Ĥ = arg minH≥0 ‖X − ŴH>‖2F ).
A. Convex Formulations
• Basic Insight Under separability, the critical step towards
identifying W\ is to design an efficient algorithm to ‘pick out’
the vertices of the convex hull of the data (or extreme rays if
H\1 = 1 is not assumed) from x1, . . . ,xN . It turns out that
this can be done via a variety of convex formulations. The idea
behind is based on a simple fact: Th vertices (resp. extreme
rays) of a convex hull (resp. conic hull) cannot be represented
by any other vectors that reside inside the convex hull ( resp.
conic hull) using their convex combinations ( resp. nonnegative
combinations). For example, if noise is absent, all x`’s are
distinct, Eq. (11) (row-stochasticity of H\) is satisfied, and
` ∈ Λ, then we always have(
min
θ≥0,1>θ=1
‖x` −X−`θ‖q
)
> 0, (14)
where the notation X−` means that X−` =
[ x1, . . . ,x`−1,x`+1, . . .xN ] (i.e., the column x` is removed
from X), q ≥ 1, and ‖·‖q denotes the (convex) q-norm. When
` /∈ Λ, we always have minθ≥0,1>θ=1 ‖x` −X−`θ‖q = 0
since x` ∈ conv {X(:, Λ)}.
A relatively naive implementation of separability-based
NMF is to repeatedly solve Problem (14) for each ` ∈
{1, . . . , N} and compare the objective values, which is the
basic idea in [31], [49]. It can be shown that, even if there
is nois , (14) can be used to estimate Ŵ and there is
some guarantee on the noise robustness of the estimate [31].
However, this formulation needs to solve N convex programs,
each of which has N−1 decision variables, which can be quite
inefficient when N is large.
• Self-dictionary Convex Formulations To avoid solving
a large number of convex programs, a class of convex
optimization-based NMF methods were proposed [30], [39],
[50]–[52]. The main idea of these methods is the same as
that in (14), i.e., utilizing the self-expressiveness of X by
X(:, Λ) under the separability assumption. By assuming row-
stochasticity of H\, the formulations in this line of work can
be cast in the framework of block-sparse optimization:
minimize
C
‖C‖row−0 (15a)
subject to X = XC (15b)
C ≥ 0, 1>C = 1>, (15c)
9where ‖Y ‖row−0 counts the number of non-zero rows in
Y . To understand the formulation, consider, without loss of
generality, a case where X = [W\,X ′], i.e., Λ = {1, . . . , R}.
Then, one can see that
C? =
[
H>\
0
]
,
is an optimal solution. Intuitively, the reasons are that 1)
XC? = W\H
>
\ and 2) no other nonzero rows of C
?
can be removed, since X(:, Λ) can only be represented by
X(:, Λ)H\(Λ, :)
>. One can easily identify Λ via inspecting
the indices of the nonzero rows of C?.
The formulation in (15) is nonconvex due to the combi-
natorial nature of the ‘row zero-norm’. Nevertheless, it can
be handled by relaxing ‖ · ‖row−0 to a convex function, e.g.,
‖Y ‖q,1 =
∑M
m=1 ‖Y (m, :)‖q where Y ∈ RM×N and q ≥ 1
[19]. In addition, it was proven in [51] that when there is noise,
i.e., x` = W\H\(`, :)>+ v`, the modified versions such as
minimize
C≥0, 1>C=1>,
‖C‖∞,1 (16a)
subject to ‖x` −Xc`‖q ≤ , ∀ ` (16b)
where q = 1 [30], [53] or q = 2 [39], [51], c` is the
`th column of C, and  is a pre-specified parameters, can
guarantee correct identification of Λ, provided that the noise is
not too significant and some more assumptions ( e.g., there are
no repeated columns in the noiseless data WH>) are satisfied.
As we have seen, the self-dictionary sparse optimization
methods are appealing in terms of vertex identifiability and
noise robustness. They can also facilitate the derivation of dis-
tributed algorithms, if the X(m, :)’s are collected by different
agents [19]. The downside, however, is complexity. All these
self-dictionary formulations lift the number of decision vari-
ables to N2, which is not affordable when N is large. In [30],
a linear program-based algorithm was employed to handle a
self-dictionary criterion, with judiciously designed updates. In
[52], a first-order fast method was proposed. However, the
orders of the computational and memory complexities are still
high. One workaround is to use some simple methods, such as
the greedy methods to be introduced in the next subsection,
to identify a small subset of x` that are candidates for the
vertices, and then apply the self-dictionary methods to refine
the results [54].
There are other convex formulations under separability. For
example, recently, a new method has been proposed to identify
the vertices of conv{W\} via finding a minimum-volume
ellipsoid that is centered at the origin and encloses the data
columns x1, . . . ,xN and their ‘mirrors’ −x1, . . . ,−xN [55],
[56]. This method has a small number of primal optimization
variables (i.e., R2 primal variables) and thus could potentially
lead to more economical algorithms relative to the self-
dictionary formulations. The downside is that the method
requires accurate knowledge of R, which the self-dictionary
methods do not need—and this is an additional advantage of
the self-dictionary methods [39]. See more details of ellip-
soid volume minimization-based NMF in the supplementary
materials.
B. Greedy Algorithms
Another very important class of methods that can provably
identify Λ is greedy algorithms—i.e., the class of algorithms
that identify `1, . . . , `R one by one. Here we describe a
particularly simple algorithm in this context. Assuming that
X = W\H
>
\ and H\ satisfies the row-stochasticity condition
in (11), the algorithm discovers the first vertex of the target
convex hull by
ˆ`
1 = arg max
`∈{1,...,N}
‖x`‖q, (17)
where 1 < q ≤ ∞. The proof is simple: given that H\ satisfies
(11), we have
‖x`‖q =
∥∥W\H\(`, :)>∥∥q
≤
R∑
r=1
H\(`, r) ‖W\(:, r)‖q ≤ max
r∈{1,...,R}
‖W\(:, r)‖q,
where the maximum is attained if and only if H\(:, `) is a
unit vector. Note that the first inequality is by the triangle
inequality and the second uses the fact that H\ satisfies (11).
After finding the first column index that belongs to Λ, the
algorithm projects all the data vectors x` onto the orthogonal
complement of X(:, ˆ`1), i.e., forming
x` := P
⊥
X(:,ˆ`1)
x`, for ` = 1, . . . , N . (18)
Then, if one repeats (17), the already found vertex will not
appear again and the next vertex will be identified. Repeating
(18) for R times will enable us to identify all the vertices.
The described algorithm has many names, e.g., succes-
sive simplex volume maximization (SVMAX) [42] and self-
dictionary simultaneous matching pursuit (SD-SOMP) [39],
since it was re-discovered from different perspectives (see the
supplementary materials for more detailed discussion). The
algorithm has also many closely related variants, such as the
vertex component analysis (VCA) algorithm [43] and FastAn-
chor [7], which share the same spirit. The most commonly
used name for this algorithm in signal processing and machine
learning is successive projection algorithm (SPA), which first
appeared in [48]. Bearing a similar structure as the Gram-
Schmidt procedure, SPA has very lightweight updates: both
the q-norm comparison and the orthogonal projection can be
carried out easily. It was shown by Gillis and Vavasis in [37]
that the algorithm is robust to noise under most convex norms
(except q = 1). It was further shown that using q = 2 exhibits
the best noise-robustness—which is consistent with what has
been most frequently used in many fields [7], [17], [42], [48].
The downside of SPA is that it is prone to error propagation,
as with all the other greedy algorithms.
A remark is that most separability-based methods work
without assuming W\ to be nonnegative, if H\ is row-
stochastic. This allows us to apply the algorithms to han-
dle problems like community detection under the model in
(7). However, when H\ does not satisfy (11), then row-
stochasticity has to be enforced through column normalization
of X , which does not work without the assumption W\ ≥ 0
[37]; also see the previous insert on column normalization.
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V. SEPARABILITY-FREE METHODS FOR NMF
Separability-based NMF approaches are usually associated
with elegant formulations and tractable algorithms. They are
also well understood—the performance under noisy scenarios
has been studied and characterized. On the other hand, the
success of these algorithms hinges on the separability condi-
tion, which makes them ‘fragile’ in terms of model robustness.
Separability usually has plausible physical interpretations in
applications. As discussed before, in hyperspectral imaging,
separability means that there are spectral pixels that only
contain a single material, i.e., pure pixels. Moreover, in
text mining, separability means that every topic has some
characteristic words, which other topics do not use. These
are legitimate assumptions to some extent. However, there is
also a (sometimes considerable) risk that separability does not
hold in practice. If separability is (grossly) violated, can we
still guarantee identifiability of W\ and H\? We will review
a series of important recent developments that address this
question.
A. Plain NMF Revisited
The arguably most popular NMF criterion is the fitting
based formulation defined in (10), i.e.,
minimize
W≥0, H≥0,
∥∥X −WH>∥∥2
F
.
For convenience, we will call (10) the plain NMF criterion
in the sequel. To study the identifiability of the criterion in
(10), it suffices to study the identifiability of the following
feasibility problem:
find W ,H (19a)
subject to X = WH> (19b)
W ≥ 0, H ≥ 0, (19c)
since (10) and (19) share the same optimal solutions if noise
is absent. In [11], Donoho et al. derived the first result on the
identifiability of (10) and (19). In 2008, Laurberg et al. [12]
came up with a rather similar sufficient condition. In a nutshell,
the sufficient conditions in [11] and [12] can be summarized as
follows: 1) the H\ matrix satisfies the separability condition;
and 2) there is a certain zero pattern in W\. For example,
the condition in [11] requires that every column of W\ has a
zero element, and the zero elements from different columns
appear in different rows. Geometrically, this assumes that there
are W\(m, :)’s ‘touching’ every facet of RR+—see a detailed
summary in [9]. Huang et al. [9] derived another interesting
sufficient condition for NMF identifiability in 2014:
If both W\ and H\ are sufficiently scattered (cf. Definition
3), then any optimal solution (W?,H?) to (10) (and the
feasibility problem in (19)) must satisfy W? = W\ΠD and
H? = H\ΠD
−1, where Π is a permutation matrix and D
is a full-rank diagonal matrix.
The insights behind the three sufficient conditions in [9],
[11], [12] can be understood in a unified way by looking at
Problem (19). Specifically, let us assume that there exists a Q
Fig. 11. Intuition behind the NMF identifiability conditions in [9], [11], [12].
such that X = W\Q(H\Q−>)> holds. Intuitively, Q−> is an
operator that can rotate, enlarge, or shrink the red color-shaded
region in Fig. 11 (left) (note that this shaded region represents
conv{H>\ } here). If H\ is separable or sufficiently scattered
and H\Q−> is constrained to be nonnegative, one can see
that Q−> cannot rotate or enlarge the area since this will
result in negative elements of H\Q−>. In fact, it cannot shrink
the area either—since then Q will enlarge a corresponding
area determined by cone{W>\ } (cf. Fig. 11 (right)). If W\ is
sufficiently scattered (Huang et al.’s condition) or if there are
some rows in W\ touching the boundary of the nonnegative
orthant (Donoho et al. and Laurberg et al.’s conditions), then
W\Q will be infeasible. Hence, Q can only be a permutation
and column-scaling matrix.
Although Huang et al.’s identifiability condition does not,
strictly speaking, subsume the conditions in [11] and [12], the
former presents a significant departure from the separability
condition which [11] and [12] rely upon. The region covered
by C rapidly shrinks at a geometric rate when R grows and
thus the sufficiently scattered condition can be expected to
be satisfied in many cases—see [21] and the next insert. The
sufficiently scattered condition per se is also a very important
discovery, which has not only helped establish identifiability
of the plain NMF criterion, but has also been generalized and
connected to many more other important NMF criteria, which
will be introduced next.
Is the sufficiently scattered condition easy to satisfy?
One possibly annoying fact is that the sufficiently scat-
tered condition is NP-hard to check [9]. One way to
empirically check the condition is as follows. Consider
the following optimization problem:
maximize
x
‖x‖22 (20)
subject to Hx ≥ 0, x>1 = 1.
It can be shown that H is sufficiently scattered if
and only if the maximum of the above is attained at
x ∈ {e1, . . . , eR}, since the constraint set represents the
dual cone ( the dual cone of a cone K is defined as
K∗ = {y|y>x ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ K})—and the dual cone is
restricted inside ‖x‖2 ≤ 1 and touches the second-order
cone ‖x‖2 ≤ 1 at the canonical vectors only, if H is
sufficiently scattered [9].
Problem (20) is a nonconvex problem, but can be
approximated by successive linearization of the objective.
We have conducted an experiment using randomly gener-
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Fig. 12. Transition plot of H ∈ R500×R; in the grayscale bar, “1” means
that H does not satisfy the sufficiently scattered condition; the zero elements
appear uniformly at random in different locations of the matrix.
ated nonnegative H with N = 500 under various ranks
and density levels. The elements of H are drawn from the
i.i.d. exponential distribution (with the parameter being
1), and then a certain amount of selected entries (which
are chosen uniformly at random across all the entries)
are set to zeros according to a pre-specified density level.
Fig. 12 shows the probabilities that the generatedH is not
sufficiently scattered (in the grayscale bar, black means all
the generated H’s do not satisfy the sufficiently scattered
condition, and white means the opposite). One can see that
for every fixed nnz(H) (recall that nnz(H) counts the
nonzero elements of H), there is a very sharp transition
happening somewhere, and R is directly related to where
the transition happens.
In fact, as empirically observed in [9], for such random
H , if every column has R − 1 zero elements, then the
sufficiently scattered condition is satisfied with very high
probability—which is a fairly mild condition.
B. Simplex Volume Minimization (VolMin)
An important issue that was noticed in the literature of NMF
is that a necessary condition of the plain NMF identifiability
is that both W\ and H\ contain some zero elements [9].
In some applications, this seemingly mild condition can be
rather damaging for model identification. For example, in
hyperspectral unmixing, the columns ofW\ model the spectral
signatures of different materials. Many spectral signatures do
not contain any zero elements, and dense W\’s frequently
arise. Under such cases, can we still guarantee identifiability
of W\ and H\? The answer is affirmative—and it turns out
the main idea behind was proposed almost 30 years ago [4].
To handle the matrix factorization problem without as-
suming W\ to contain any zeros, let us again assume row-
stochasticity of H\, i.e., H\1 = 1, H\ ≥ 0. This way,
x` ∈ conv {W\} holds for ` = 1, . . . , N , as mentioned
before. In 1994, Craig proposed an geometrically intriguing
way to recover W\(:, 1), . . . ,W\(:, R) [4]. The so-called
Craig’s belief is as follows: if the x`’s are sufficiently spread
w1
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<latexit sha1_base64="CYhZCPEK9B+HOgsy6FqTiswwd14=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozRdBl0 Y3LCvYh7VAyaaYNTTJDklHKMBv/glvduxO3/hO3/hLTdha29UDg49xzyeUEMWfauO63U1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0ctHSWK0CaJeKQ6AdaUM0mbhhlOO7GiWASctoPxzXTefqRKs0jem0lMfYGHkoWMYGOth7QXCPSU9Wv9csWtujOhVfByqECuR r/80xtEJBFUGsKx1l3PjY2fYmUY4TQr9RJNY0zGeEi7FiUWVPvp7OAMnVlngMJI2ScNmrl/N1IstJ6IwCYFNiO9MAtEtpydhv7LdhMTXvkpk3FiqCTzj8OEIxOhaRtowBQlhk8sYKKYvR2REVaYGNtZyZbiLVewCq1a1XOr3t1FpX6d11OEEziFc/ DgEupwCw1oAgEBL/AKb86z8+58OJ/zaMHJd45hQc7XL8z+lsU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CYhZCPEK9B+HOgsy6FqTiswwd14=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozRdBl0 Y3LCvYh7VAyaaYNTTJDklHKMBv/glvduxO3/hO3/hLTdha29UDg49xzyeUEMWfauO63U1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0ctHSWK0CaJeKQ6AdaUM0mbhhlOO7GiWASctoPxzXTefqRKs0jem0lMfYGHkoWMYGOth7QXCPSU9Wv9csWtujOhVfByqECuR r/80xtEJBFUGsKx1l3PjY2fYmUY4TQr9RJNY0zGeEi7FiUWVPvp7OAMnVlngMJI2ScNmrl/N1IstJ6IwCYFNiO9MAtEtpydhv7LdhMTXvkpk3FiqCTzj8OEIxOhaRtowBQlhk8sYKKYvR2REVaYGNtZyZbiLVewCq1a1XOr3t1FpX6d11OEEziFc/ DgEupwCw1oAgEBL/AKb86z8+58OJ/zaMHJd45hQc7XL8z+lsU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CYhZCPEK9B+HOgsy6FqTiswwd14=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozRdBl0 Y3LCvYh7VAyaaYNTTJDklHKMBv/glvduxO3/hO3/hLTdha29UDg49xzyeUEMWfauO63U1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0ctHSWK0CaJeKQ6AdaUM0mbhhlOO7GiWASctoPxzXTefqRKs0jem0lMfYGHkoWMYGOth7QXCPSU9Wv9csWtujOhVfByqECuR r/80xtEJBFUGsKx1l3PjY2fYmUY4TQr9RJNY0zGeEi7FiUWVPvp7OAMnVlngMJI2ScNmrl/N1IstJ6IwCYFNiO9MAtEtpydhv7LdhMTXvkpk3FiqCTzj8OEIxOhaRtowBQlhk8sYKKYvR2REVaYGNtZyZbiLVewCq1a1XOr3t1FpX6d11OEEziFc/ DgEupwCw1oAgEBL/AKb86z8+58OJ/zaMHJd45hQc7XL8z+lsU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CYhZCPEK9B+HOgsy6FqTiswwd14=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozRdBl0 Y3LCvYh7VAyaaYNTTJDklHKMBv/glvduxO3/hO3/hLTdha29UDg49xzyeUEMWfauO63U1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0ctHSWK0CaJeKQ6AdaUM0mbhhlOO7GiWASctoPxzXTefqRKs0jem0lMfYGHkoWMYGOth7QXCPSU9Wv9csWtujOhVfByqECuR r/80xtEJBFUGsKx1l3PjY2fYmUY4TQr9RJNY0zGeEi7FiUWVPvp7OAMnVlngMJI2ScNmrl/N1IstJ6IwCYFNiO9MAtEtpydhv7LdhMTXvkpk3FiqCTzj8OEIxOhaRtowBQlhk8sYKKYvR2REVaYGNtZyZbiLVewCq1a1XOr3t1FpX6d11OEEziFc/ DgEupwCw1oAgEBL/AKb86z8+58OJ/zaMHJd45hQc7XL8z+lsU=</latexit>
w3
<latexit sha1_base64="wHnbaUhfePH2+U3N0Ip1PWAzKo0=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozKuiy6 MZlBfuQdiiZNNOGJpkhyShlmI1/wa3u3Ylb/4lbf4lpOwvbeiDwce655HKCmDNtXPfbKaysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmjhJFaINEPFLtAGvKmaQNwwyn7VhRLAJOW8HoZjJvPVKlWSTvzTimvsADyUJGsLHWQ9oNBHrKeue9csWtulOhZfByqECue q/80+1HJBFUGsKx1h3PjY2fYmUY4TQrdRNNY0xGeEA7FiUWVPvp9OAMnVinj8JI2ScNmrp/N1IstB6LwCYFNkM9NwtEtpidhP7LdhITXvkpk3FiqCSzj8OEIxOhSRuozxQlho8tYKKYvR2RIVaYGNtZyZbiLVawDM2zqudWvbuLSu06r6cIR3AMp+ DBJdTgFurQAAICXuAV3pxn5935cD5n0YKT7xzCnJyvX86SlsY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wHnbaUhfePH2+U3N0Ip1PWAzKo0=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozKuiy6 MZlBfuQdiiZNNOGJpkhyShlmI1/wa3u3Ylb/4lbf4lpOwvbeiDwce655HKCmDNtXPfbKaysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmjhJFaINEPFLtAGvKmaQNwwyn7VhRLAJOW8HoZjJvPVKlWSTvzTimvsADyUJGsLHWQ9oNBHrKeue9csWtulOhZfByqECue q/80+1HJBFUGsKx1h3PjY2fYmUY4TQrdRNNY0xGeEA7FiUWVPvp9OAMnVinj8JI2ScNmrp/N1IstB6LwCYFNkM9NwtEtpidhP7LdhITXvkpk3FiqCSzj8OEIxOhSRuozxQlho8tYKKYvR2RIVaYGNtZyZbiLVawDM2zqudWvbuLSu06r6cIR3AMp+ DBJdTgFurQAAICXuAV3pxn5935cD5n0YKT7xzCnJyvX86SlsY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wHnbaUhfePH2+U3N0Ip1PWAzKo0=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozKuiy6 MZlBfuQdiiZNNOGJpkhyShlmI1/wa3u3Ylb/4lbf4lpOwvbeiDwce655HKCmDNtXPfbKaysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmjhJFaINEPFLtAGvKmaQNwwyn7VhRLAJOW8HoZjJvPVKlWSTvzTimvsADyUJGsLHWQ9oNBHrKeue9csWtulOhZfByqECue q/80+1HJBFUGsKx1h3PjY2fYmUY4TQrdRNNY0xGeEA7FiUWVPvp9OAMnVinj8JI2ScNmrp/N1IstB6LwCYFNkM9NwtEtpidhP7LdhITXvkpk3FiqCSzj8OEIxOhSRuozxQlho8tYKKYvR2RIVaYGNtZyZbiLVawDM2zqudWvbuLSu06r6cIR3AMp+ DBJdTgFurQAAICXuAV3pxn5935cD5n0YKT7xzCnJyvX86SlsY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wHnbaUhfePH2+U3N0Ip1PWAzKo0=">AAACAHicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN8EiuCozKuiy6 MZlBfuQdiiZNNOGJpkhyShlmI1/wa3u3Ylb/4lbf4lpOwvbeiDwce655HKCmDNtXPfbKaysrq1vFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOmjhJFaINEPFLtAGvKmaQNwwyn7VhRLAJOW8HoZjJvPVKlWSTvzTimvsADyUJGsLHWQ9oNBHrKeue9csWtulOhZfByqECue q/80+1HJBFUGsKx1h3PjY2fYmUY4TQrdRNNY0xGeEA7FiUWVPvp9OAMnVinj8JI2ScNmrp/N1IstB6LwCYFNkM9NwtEtpidhP7LdhITXvkpk3FiqCSzj8OEIxOhSRuozxQlho8tYKKYvR2RIVaYGNtZyZbiLVawDM2zqudWvbuLSu06r6cIR3AMp+ DBJdTgFurQAAICXuAV3pxn5935cD5n0YKT7xzCnJyvX86SlsY=</latexit>
conv{W\}
<latexit sha1_base64="BdP9CeX267kN/layF9O5UAg04sI=">AAACGXicbZA9SwMxHMZzvtb6duroEiyCU7kTwY4FF 8cK9gV6x5FLc21okjuSXKGEW/0SfgVX3d3E1cnVT2La3mBbHwj8eP7PnyRPnDGqtOd9OxubW9s7u5W96v7B4dGxe3LaUWkuMWnjlKWyFyNFGBWkralmpJdJgnjMSDce383m3QmRiqbiUU8zEnI0FDShGGlrRS40gUogTsWkCIwJYg67RWQCgXQuE SuCInJrXt2bC66DX0INlGpF7k8wSHHOidCYIaX6vpfp0CCpKWakqAa5IhnCYzQkfYsCcaJCM/9JAS+tM4BJKu0RGs7dvxsGcaWmPLZJjvRILc1iXqxmZ6H/sv1cJ43QUJHlmgi8uDjJGdQpnNUEB1QSrNnUAsKS2rdDPEISYW3LrNpS/NUK1qFzXf e9uv9wU2s2ynoq4BxcgCvgg1vQBPegBdoAgyfwAl7Bm/PsvDsfzuciuuGUO2dgSc7XL5bvoX4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BdP9CeX267kN/layF9O5UAg04sI=">AAACGXicbZA9SwMxHMZzvtb6duroEiyCU7kTwY4FF 8cK9gV6x5FLc21okjuSXKGEW/0SfgVX3d3E1cnVT2La3mBbHwj8eP7PnyRPnDGqtOd9OxubW9s7u5W96v7B4dGxe3LaUWkuMWnjlKWyFyNFGBWkralmpJdJgnjMSDce383m3QmRiqbiUU8zEnI0FDShGGlrRS40gUogTsWkCIwJYg67RWQCgXQuE SuCInJrXt2bC66DX0INlGpF7k8wSHHOidCYIaX6vpfp0CCpKWakqAa5IhnCYzQkfYsCcaJCM/9JAS+tM4BJKu0RGs7dvxsGcaWmPLZJjvRILc1iXqxmZ6H/sv1cJ43QUJHlmgi8uDjJGdQpnNUEB1QSrNnUAsKS2rdDPEISYW3LrNpS/NUK1qFzXf e9uv9wU2s2ynoq4BxcgCvgg1vQBPegBdoAgyfwAl7Bm/PsvDsfzuciuuGUO2dgSc7XL5bvoX4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BdP9CeX267kN/layF9O5UAg04sI=">AAACGXicbZA9SwMxHMZzvtb6duroEiyCU7kTwY4FF 8cK9gV6x5FLc21okjuSXKGEW/0SfgVX3d3E1cnVT2La3mBbHwj8eP7PnyRPnDGqtOd9OxubW9s7u5W96v7B4dGxe3LaUWkuMWnjlKWyFyNFGBWkralmpJdJgnjMSDce383m3QmRiqbiUU8zEnI0FDShGGlrRS40gUogTsWkCIwJYg67RWQCgXQuE SuCInJrXt2bC66DX0INlGpF7k8wSHHOidCYIaX6vpfp0CCpKWakqAa5IhnCYzQkfYsCcaJCM/9JAS+tM4BJKu0RGs7dvxsGcaWmPLZJjvRILc1iXqxmZ6H/sv1cJ43QUJHlmgi8uDjJGdQpnNUEB1QSrNnUAsKS2rdDPEISYW3LrNpS/NUK1qFzXf e9uv9wU2s2ynoq4BxcgCvgg1vQBPegBdoAgyfwAl7Bm/PsvDsfzuciuuGUO2dgSc7XL5bvoX4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BdP9CeX267kN/layF9O5UAg04sI=">AAACGXicbZA9SwMxHMZzvtb6duroEiyCU7kTwY4FF 8cK9gV6x5FLc21okjuSXKGEW/0SfgVX3d3E1cnVT2La3mBbHwj8eP7PnyRPnDGqtOd9OxubW9s7u5W96v7B4dGxe3LaUWkuMWnjlKWyFyNFGBWkralmpJdJgnjMSDce383m3QmRiqbiUU8zEnI0FDShGGlrRS40gUogTsWkCIwJYg67RWQCgXQuE SuCInJrXt2bC66DX0INlGpF7k8wSHHOidCYIaX6vpfp0CCpKWakqAa5IhnCYzQkfYsCcaJCM/9JAS+tM4BJKu0RGs7dvxsGcaWmPLZJjvRILc1iXqxmZ6H/sv1cJ43QUJHlmgi8uDjJGdQpnNUEB1QSrNnUAsKS2rdDPEISYW3LrNpS/NUK1qFzXf e9uv9wU2s2ynoq4BxcgCvgg1vQBPegBdoAgyfwAl7Bm/PsvDsfzuciuuGUO2dgSc7XL5bvoX4=</latexit>W\(:, 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="stdpSCR2TQO/CD41FgkjzzJDSHM=">AAACDnicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbrbVRcuQkWoYKUGREsr gpuXFawF+gMQybNtKFJZkgyQhnmHXwFt7p3J259Bbc+iWk7C9t6IPBx/vOTnxMmjCrtON9WaW19Y3OrvF3Z2d3bP7APjzoqTiUmbRyzWPZCpAijgrQ11Yz0EkkQDxnphuO76bz7RKSisXjUk4T4HA0FjShG2liBfeKFHHaDzBNIpxKxvHZ76V4Ed tWpOzPBVXALqIJCrcD+8QYxTjkRGjOkVN91Eu1nSGqKGckrXqpIgvAYDUnfoECcKD+bnZ/Dc+MMYBRL84SGM/fvRoa4UhMemiRHeqQWZiHPl7PT0H/Zfqqjhp9RkaSaCDz/OEoZ1DGcdgMHVBKs2cQAwpKa2yEeIYmwNg1WTCnucgWr0Lmqu07dfb iuNhtFPWVwCs5ADbjgBjTBPWiBNsAgAy/gFbxZz9a79WF9zqMlq9g5Bguyvn4BbOmbTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="stdpSCR2TQO/CD41FgkjzzJDSHM=">AAACDnicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbrbVRcuQkWoYKUGREsr gpuXFawF+gMQybNtKFJZkgyQhnmHXwFt7p3J259Bbc+iWk7C9t6IPBx/vOTnxMmjCrtON9WaW19Y3OrvF3Z2d3bP7APjzoqTiUmbRyzWPZCpAijgrQ11Yz0EkkQDxnphuO76bz7RKSisXjUk4T4HA0FjShG2liBfeKFHHaDzBNIpxKxvHZ76V4Ed tWpOzPBVXALqIJCrcD+8QYxTjkRGjOkVN91Eu1nSGqKGckrXqpIgvAYDUnfoECcKD+bnZ/Dc+MMYBRL84SGM/fvRoa4UhMemiRHeqQWZiHPl7PT0H/Zfqqjhp9RkaSaCDz/OEoZ1DGcdgMHVBKs2cQAwpKa2yEeIYmwNg1WTCnucgWr0Lmqu07dfb iuNhtFPWVwCs5ADbjgBjTBPWiBNsAgAy/gFbxZz9a79WF9zqMlq9g5Bguyvn4BbOmbTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="stdpSCR2TQO/CD41FgkjzzJDSHM=">AAACDnicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbrbVRcuQkWoYKUGREsr gpuXFawF+gMQybNtKFJZkgyQhnmHXwFt7p3J259Bbc+iWk7C9t6IPBx/vOTnxMmjCrtON9WaW19Y3OrvF3Z2d3bP7APjzoqTiUmbRyzWPZCpAijgrQ11Yz0EkkQDxnphuO76bz7RKSisXjUk4T4HA0FjShG2liBfeKFHHaDzBNIpxKxvHZ76V4Ed tWpOzPBVXALqIJCrcD+8QYxTjkRGjOkVN91Eu1nSGqKGckrXqpIgvAYDUnfoECcKD+bnZ/Dc+MMYBRL84SGM/fvRoa4UhMemiRHeqQWZiHPl7PT0H/Zfqqjhp9RkaSaCDz/OEoZ1DGcdgMHVBKs2cQAwpKa2yEeIYmwNg1WTCnucgWr0Lmqu07dfb iuNhtFPWVwCs5ADbjgBjTBPWiBNsAgAy/gFbxZz9a79WF9zqMlq9g5Bguyvn4BbOmbTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="stdpSCR2TQO/CD41FgkjzzJDSHM=">AAACDnicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbrbVRcuQkWoYKUGREsr gpuXFawF+gMQybNtKFJZkgyQhnmHXwFt7p3J259Bbc+iWk7C9t6IPBx/vOTnxMmjCrtON9WaW19Y3OrvF3Z2d3bP7APjzoqTiUmbRyzWPZCpAijgrQ11Yz0EkkQDxnphuO76bz7RKSisXjUk4T4HA0FjShG2liBfeKFHHaDzBNIpxKxvHZ76V4Ed tWpOzPBVXALqIJCrcD+8QYxTjkRGjOkVN91Eu1nSGqKGckrXqpIgvAYDUnfoECcKD+bnZ/Dc+MMYBRL84SGM/fvRoa4UhMemiRHeqQWZiHPl7PT0H/Zfqqjhp9RkaSaCDz/OEoZ1DGcdgMHVBKs2cQAwpKa2yEeIYmwNg1WTCnucgWr0Lmqu07dfb iuNhtFPWVwCs5ADbjgBjTBPWiBNsAgAy/gFbxZz9a79WF9zqMlq9g5Bguyvn4BbOmbTQ==</latexit>
W\(:, 2)
<latexit sha1_base64="t4LtVnpEZV027VEafuBhDsipzNE=">AAACDnicbZDLSgMxGIUzXmu9jYorN8EiVJAyUwSLq 4IblxXsBTrDkEkzbWiSGZKMUIZ5B1/Bre7diVtfwa1PYtrOwrYeCHyc//zk54QJo0o7zre1tr6xubVd2inv7u0fHNpHxx0VpxKTNo5ZLHshUoRRQdqaakZ6iSSIh4x0w/HddN59IlLRWDzqSUJ8joaCRhQjbazAPvVCDrtB5gmkU4lYXr29ql8Gd sWpOTPBVXALqIBCrcD+8QYxTjkRGjOkVN91Eu1nSGqKGcnLXqpIgvAYDUnfoECcKD+bnZ/DC+MMYBRL84SGM/fvRoa4UhMemiRHeqQWZiHPl7PT0H/Zfqqjhp9RkaSaCDz/OEoZ1DGcdgMHVBKs2cQAwpKa2yEeIYmwNg2WTSnucgWr0KnXXKfmPl xXmo2inhI4A+egClxwA5rgHrRAG2CQgRfwCt6sZ+vd+rA+59E1q9g5AQuyvn4Bbn6bTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4LtVnpEZV027VEafuBhDsipzNE=">AAACDnicbZDLSgMxGIUzXmu9jYorN8EiVJAyUwSLq 4IblxXsBTrDkEkzbWiSGZKMUIZ5B1/Bre7diVtfwa1PYtrOwrYeCHyc//zk54QJo0o7zre1tr6xubVd2inv7u0fHNpHxx0VpxKTNo5ZLHshUoRRQdqaakZ6iSSIh4x0w/HddN59IlLRWDzqSUJ8joaCRhQjbazAPvVCDrtB5gmkU4lYXr29ql8Gd sWpOTPBVXALqIBCrcD+8QYxTjkRGjOkVN91Eu1nSGqKGcnLXqpIgvAYDUnfoECcKD+bnZ/DC+MMYBRL84SGM/fvRoa4UhMemiRHeqQWZiHPl7PT0H/Zfqqjhp9RkaSaCDz/OEoZ1DGcdgMHVBKs2cQAwpKa2yEeIYmwNg2WTSnucgWr0KnXXKfmPl xXmo2inhI4A+egClxwA5rgHrRAG2CQgRfwCt6sZ+vd+rA+59E1q9g5AQuyvn4Bbn6bTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4LtVnpEZV027VEafuBhDsipzNE=">AAACDnicbZDLSgMxGIUzXmu9jYorN8EiVJAyUwSLq 4IblxXsBTrDkEkzbWiSGZKMUIZ5B1/Bre7diVtfwa1PYtrOwrYeCHyc//zk54QJo0o7zre1tr6xubVd2inv7u0fHNpHxx0VpxKTNo5ZLHshUoRRQdqaakZ6iSSIh4x0w/HddN59IlLRWDzqSUJ8joaCRhQjbazAPvVCDrtB5gmkU4lYXr29ql8Gd sWpOTPBVXALqIBCrcD+8QYxTjkRGjOkVN91Eu1nSGqKGcnLXqpIgvAYDUnfoECcKD+bnZ/DC+MMYBRL84SGM/fvRoa4UhMemiRHeqQWZiHPl7PT0H/Zfqqjhp9RkaSaCDz/OEoZ1DGcdgMHVBKs2cQAwpKa2yEeIYmwNg2WTSnucgWr0KnXXKfmPl xXmo2inhI4A+egClxwA5rgHrRAG2CQgRfwCt6sZ+vd+rA+59E1q9g5AQuyvn4Bbn6bTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4LtVnpEZV027VEafuBhDsipzNE=">AAACDnicbZDLSgMxGIUzXmu9jYorN8EiVJAyUwSLq 4IblxXsBTrDkEkzbWiSGZKMUIZ5B1/Bre7diVtfwa1PYtrOwrYeCHyc//zk54QJo0o7zre1tr6xubVd2inv7u0fHNpHxx0VpxKTNo5ZLHshUoRRQdqaakZ6iSSIh4x0w/HddN59IlLRWDzqSUJ8joaCRhQjbazAPvVCDrtB5gmkU4lYXr29ql8Gd sWpOTPBVXALqIBCrcD+8QYxTjkRGjOkVN91Eu1nSGqKGcnLXqpIgvAYDUnfoECcKD+bnZ/DC+MMYBRL84SGM/fvRoa4UhMemiRHeqQWZiHPl7PT0H/Zfqqjhp9RkaSaCDz/OEoZ1DGcdgMHVBKs2cQAwpKa2yEeIYmwNg2WTSnucgWr0KnXXKfmPl xXmo2inhI4A+egClxwA5rgHrRAG2CQgRfwCt6sZ+vd+rA+59E1q9g5AQuyvn4Bbn6bTg==</latexit>
W\(:, 3)
<latexit sha1_base64="UxuBB6f2ANbvVUm7IKZBfdjjEik=">AAACDnicbZDLSgMxGIUzXmu9jYorN8EiVJAyo4LFV cGNywr2Ap1hyKSZNjTJDElGKMO8g6/gVvfuxK2v4NYnMW1nYVsPBD7Of37yc8KEUaUd59taWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39u2Dw7aKU4lJC8cslt0QKcKoIC1NNSPdRBLEQ0Y64ehuMu88EaloLB71OCE+RwNBI4qRNlZgH3shh50g8wTSqUQsr95eXJ0Hd sWpOVPBZXALqIBCzcD+8foxTjkRGjOkVM91Eu1nSGqKGcnLXqpIgvAIDUjPoECcKD+bnp/DM+P0YRRL84SGU/fvRoa4UmMemiRHeqjmZiHPF7OT0H/ZXqqjup9RkaSaCDz7OEoZ1DGcdAP7VBKs2dgAwpKa2yEeIomwNg2WTSnuYgXL0L6suU7Nfb iuNOpFPSVwAk5BFbjgBjTAPWiCFsAgAy/gFbxZz9a79WF9zqIrVrFzBOZkff0CcBObTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UxuBB6f2ANbvVUm7IKZBfdjjEik=">AAACDnicbZDLSgMxGIUzXmu9jYorN8EiVJAyo4LFV cGNywr2Ap1hyKSZNjTJDElGKMO8g6/gVvfuxK2v4NYnMW1nYVsPBD7Of37yc8KEUaUd59taWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39u2Dw7aKU4lJC8cslt0QKcKoIC1NNSPdRBLEQ0Y64ehuMu88EaloLB71OCE+RwNBI4qRNlZgH3shh50g8wTSqUQsr95eXJ0Hd sWpOVPBZXALqIBCzcD+8foxTjkRGjOkVM91Eu1nSGqKGcnLXqpIgvAIDUjPoECcKD+bnp/DM+P0YRRL84SGU/fvRoa4UmMemiRHeqjmZiHPF7OT0H/ZXqqjup9RkaSaCDz7OEoZ1DGcdAP7VBKs2dgAwpKa2yEeIomwNg2WTSnuYgXL0L6suU7Nfb iuNOpFPSVwAk5BFbjgBjTAPWiCFsAgAy/gFbxZz9a79WF9zqIrVrFzBOZkff0CcBObTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UxuBB6f2ANbvVUm7IKZBfdjjEik=">AAACDnicbZDLSgMxGIUzXmu9jYorN8EiVJAyo4LFV cGNywr2Ap1hyKSZNjTJDElGKMO8g6/gVvfuxK2v4NYnMW1nYVsPBD7Of37yc8KEUaUd59taWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39u2Dw7aKU4lJC8cslt0QKcKoIC1NNSPdRBLEQ0Y64ehuMu88EaloLB71OCE+RwNBI4qRNlZgH3shh50g8wTSqUQsr95eXJ0Hd sWpOVPBZXALqIBCzcD+8foxTjkRGjOkVM91Eu1nSGqKGcnLXqpIgvAIDUjPoECcKD+bnp/DM+P0YRRL84SGU/fvRoa4UmMemiRHeqjmZiHPF7OT0H/ZXqqjup9RkaSaCDz7OEoZ1DGcdAP7VBKs2dgAwpKa2yEeIomwNg2WTSnuYgXL0L6suU7Nfb iuNOpFPSVwAk5BFbjgBjTAPWiCFsAgAy/gFbxZz9a79WF9zqIrVrFzBOZkff0CcBObTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UxuBB6f2ANbvVUm7IKZBfdjjEik=">AAACDnicbZDLSgMxGIUzXmu9jYorN8EiVJAyo4LFV cGNywr2Ap1hyKSZNjTJDElGKMO8g6/gVvfuxK2v4NYnMW1nYVsPBD7Of37yc8KEUaUd59taWV1b39gsbZW3d3b39u2Dw7aKU4lJC8cslt0QKcKoIC1NNSPdRBLEQ0Y64ehuMu88EaloLB71OCE+RwNBI4qRNlZgH3shh50g8wTSqUQsr95eXJ0Hd sWpOVPBZXALqIBCzcD+8foxTjkRGjOkVM91Eu1nSGqKGcnLXqpIgvAIDUjPoECcKD+bnp/DM+P0YRRL84SGU/fvRoa4UmMemiRHeqjmZiHPF7OT0H/ZXqqjup9RkaSaCDz7OEoZ1DGcdAP7VBKs2dgAwpKa2yEeIomwNg2WTSnuYgXL0L6suU7Nfb iuNOpFPSVwAk5BFbjgBjTAPWiCFsAgAy/gFbxZz9a79WF9zqIrVrFzBOZkff0CcBObTw==</latexit>
conv{W } : x` 2 conv{W }
<latexit sha1_base64="zYyiNcTKodk+kH4ZuPdrGoFM6HY=">AAACMHicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJUZEVpcF dy4rGAv0Cklk2ba0CQzJJliGcY38SV8Bbe615Xo0qcw087CXg4EPs5/fpIcP2JUacf5tAobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weGRfXzSUmEsMWnikIWy4yNFGBWkqalmpBNJgrjPSNsf32bz9oRIRUPxoKcR6XE0FDSgGGlj9e1q4qkA4lBMUi/xfA7bXnoDnzJ67 HuEMY8KuCbTt8tOxZkJroKbQxnkavTtH28Q4pgToTFDSnVdJ9K9BElNMSNpyYsViRAeoyHpGhSIE9VLZh9M4YVxBjAIpTlCw5n7fyNBXKkp902SIz1SCzOfp8vZLLQu2411UOslVESxJgLPLw5iBnUIs/bggEqCNZsaQFhS83aIR0girE3HJVOKu1 zBKrSuKq5Tce+vy/VaXk8RnIFzcAlcUAV1cAcaoAkweAav4A28Wy/Wh/Vlfc+jBSvfOQULsn7/AFg8qf0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zYyiNcTKodk+kH4ZuPdrGoFM6HY=">AAACMHicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJUZEVpcF dy4rGAv0Cklk2ba0CQzJJliGcY38SV8Bbe615Xo0qcw087CXg4EPs5/fpIcP2JUacf5tAobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weGRfXzSUmEsMWnikIWy4yNFGBWkqalmpBNJgrjPSNsf32bz9oRIRUPxoKcR6XE0FDSgGGlj9e1q4qkA4lBMUi/xfA7bXnoDnzJ67 HuEMY8KuCbTt8tOxZkJroKbQxnkavTtH28Q4pgToTFDSnVdJ9K9BElNMSNpyYsViRAeoyHpGhSIE9VLZh9M4YVxBjAIpTlCw5n7fyNBXKkp902SIz1SCzOfp8vZLLQu2411UOslVESxJgLPLw5iBnUIs/bggEqCNZsaQFhS83aIR0girE3HJVOKu1 zBKrSuKq5Tce+vy/VaXk8RnIFzcAlcUAV1cAcaoAkweAav4A28Wy/Wh/Vlfc+jBSvfOQULsn7/AFg8qf0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zYyiNcTKodk+kH4ZuPdrGoFM6HY=">AAACMHicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJUZEVpcF dy4rGAv0Cklk2ba0CQzJJliGcY38SV8Bbe615Xo0qcw087CXg4EPs5/fpIcP2JUacf5tAobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weGRfXzSUmEsMWnikIWy4yNFGBWkqalmpBNJgrjPSNsf32bz9oRIRUPxoKcR6XE0FDSgGGlj9e1q4qkA4lBMUi/xfA7bXnoDnzJ67 HuEMY8KuCbTt8tOxZkJroKbQxnkavTtH28Q4pgToTFDSnVdJ9K9BElNMSNpyYsViRAeoyHpGhSIE9VLZh9M4YVxBjAIpTlCw5n7fyNBXKkp902SIz1SCzOfp8vZLLQu2411UOslVESxJgLPLw5iBnUIs/bggEqCNZsaQFhS83aIR0girE3HJVOKu1 zBKrSuKq5Tce+vy/VaXk8RnIFzcAlcUAV1cAcaoAkweAav4A28Wy/Wh/Vlfc+jBSvfOQULsn7/AFg8qf0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zYyiNcTKodk+kH4ZuPdrGoFM6HY=">AAACMHicbZDLSgMxGIUz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJUZEVpcF dy4rGAv0Cklk2ba0CQzJJliGcY38SV8Bbe615Xo0qcw087CXg4EPs5/fpIcP2JUacf5tAobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weGRfXzSUmEsMWnikIWy4yNFGBWkqalmpBNJgrjPSNsf32bz9oRIRUPxoKcR6XE0FDSgGGlj9e1q4qkA4lBMUi/xfA7bXnoDnzJ67 HuEMY8KuCbTt8tOxZkJroKbQxnkavTtH28Q4pgToTFDSnVdJ9K9BElNMSNpyYsViRAeoyHpGhSIE9VLZh9M4YVxBjAIpTlCw5n7fyNBXKkp902SIz1SCzOfp8vZLLQu2411UOslVESxJgLPLw5iBnUIs/bggEqCNZsaQFhS83aIR0girE3HJVOKu1 zBKrSuKq5Tce+vy/VaXk8RnIFzcAlcUAV1cAcaoAkweAav4A28Wy/Wh/Vlfc+jBSvfOQULsn7/AFg8qf0=</latexit>
x`
<latexit sha1_base64="JpOsU996pMMY6+M6lz3dgfF1j5I=">AAACAXicbZBLSwMxFIXv+Kz1VXXpJlgEV2VGBLssu HFZwT6wHUomvW1Dk8yQZMRSuvIvuNW9O3HrL3HrLzFtZ2FbDwQ+zj2XXE6UCG6s7397a+sbm1vbuZ387t7+wWHh6Lhu4lQzrLFYxLoZUYOCK6xZbgU2E41URgIb0fBmOm88ojY8Vvd2lGAoaV/xHmfUOuuhHUny1GmjEJ1C0S/5M5FVCDIoQqZqp /DT7sYslagsE9SYVuAnNhxTbTkTOMm3U4MJZUPax5ZDRSWacDy7eELOndMlvVi7pyyZuX83xlQaM5KRS0pqB2ZhFsnJcnYa+i/bSm2vHI65SlKLis0/7qWC2JhM6yBdrpFZMXJAmebudsIGVFNmXWl5V0qwXMEq1C9LgV8K7q6KlXJWTw5O4QwuII BrqMAtVKEGDBS8wCu8ec/eu/fhfc6ja162cwIL8r5+AaHtlzU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JpOsU996pMMY6+M6lz3dgfF1j5I=">AAACAXicbZBLSwMxFIXv+Kz1VXXpJlgEV2VGBLssu HFZwT6wHUomvW1Dk8yQZMRSuvIvuNW9O3HrL3HrLzFtZ2FbDwQ+zj2XXE6UCG6s7397a+sbm1vbuZ387t7+wWHh6Lhu4lQzrLFYxLoZUYOCK6xZbgU2E41URgIb0fBmOm88ojY8Vvd2lGAoaV/xHmfUOuuhHUny1GmjEJ1C0S/5M5FVCDIoQqZqp /DT7sYslagsE9SYVuAnNhxTbTkTOMm3U4MJZUPax5ZDRSWacDy7eELOndMlvVi7pyyZuX83xlQaM5KRS0pqB2ZhFsnJcnYa+i/bSm2vHI65SlKLis0/7qWC2JhM6yBdrpFZMXJAmebudsIGVFNmXWl5V0qwXMEq1C9LgV8K7q6KlXJWTw5O4QwuII BrqMAtVKEGDBS8wCu8ec/eu/fhfc6ja162cwIL8r5+AaHtlzU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JpOsU996pMMY6+M6lz3dgfF1j5I=">AAACAXicbZBLSwMxFIXv+Kz1VXXpJlgEV2VGBLssu HFZwT6wHUomvW1Dk8yQZMRSuvIvuNW9O3HrL3HrLzFtZ2FbDwQ+zj2XXE6UCG6s7397a+sbm1vbuZ387t7+wWHh6Lhu4lQzrLFYxLoZUYOCK6xZbgU2E41URgIb0fBmOm88ojY8Vvd2lGAoaV/xHmfUOuuhHUny1GmjEJ1C0S/5M5FVCDIoQqZqp /DT7sYslagsE9SYVuAnNhxTbTkTOMm3U4MJZUPax5ZDRSWacDy7eELOndMlvVi7pyyZuX83xlQaM5KRS0pqB2ZhFsnJcnYa+i/bSm2vHI65SlKLis0/7qWC2JhM6yBdrpFZMXJAmebudsIGVFNmXWl5V0qwXMEq1C9LgV8K7q6KlXJWTw5O4QwuII BrqMAtVKEGDBS8wCu8ec/eu/fhfc6ja162cwIL8r5+AaHtlzU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JpOsU996pMMY6+M6lz3dgfF1j5I=">AAACAXicbZBLSwMxFIXv+Kz1VXXpJlgEV2VGBLssu HFZwT6wHUomvW1Dk8yQZMRSuvIvuNW9O3HrL3HrLzFtZ2FbDwQ+zj2XXE6UCG6s7397a+sbm1vbuZ387t7+wWHh6Lhu4lQzrLFYxLoZUYOCK6xZbgU2E41URgIb0fBmOm88ojY8Vvd2lGAoaV/xHmfUOuuhHUny1GmjEJ1C0S/5M5FVCDIoQqZqp /DT7sYslagsE9SYVuAnNhxTbTkTOMm3U4MJZUPax5ZDRSWacDy7eELOndMlvVi7pyyZuX83xlQaM5KRS0pqB2ZhFsnJcnYa+i/bSm2vHI65SlKLis0/7qWC2JhM6yBdrpFZMXJAmebudsIGVFNmXWl5V0qwXMEq1C9LgV8K7q6KlXJWTw5O4QwuII BrqMAtVKEGDBS8wCu8ec/eu/fhfc6ja162cwIL8r5+AaHtlzU=</latexit>
Fig. 13. Intuition of simplex volume minimization based NMF. Shrinking
a data-enclosing simplex to have minimum volume will recover the ground
truth conv{W\} if the data is sufficiently spread in conv{W\}.
in conv {W\}, then finding the minimum-volume enclosing
simplex of {x1, . . . ,xN} identifies W\ (cf. Fig. 13). Craig’s
paper has provided an elegant geometric viewpoint for tackling
NMF. One can see that there are very few assumptions on
W\ in Craig’s belief. Craig did not provide a mathematical
programming form for the stated problem, i.e., finding the
minimum-volume data-enclosing simplex. In 2015, Fu et al.
[17] formulated this volume-minimization (VolMin) problem
as follows:
minimize
W ,H
det(W>W ) (21a)
subject to X = WH> (21b)
H ≥ 0, 1>H>= 1>, (21c)
where det(W>W ) is a surrogate of the volume of conv {W }
and the constraints mean that x` ∈ conv {W } for every ` ∈
{1, . . . , N} (also see other similar formulations in [57]–[60]).
Craig’s belief was a conjecture, which had been supported
by extensive empirical evidence over the years. However, there
had been a lack of theoretical justification. In 2015, two
parallel works [16], [17] pushed forward the understanding of
VolMin identifiability substantially. Fu et al. showed in [17]
the following:
If rank(W\) = rank(H\) = R and H\ satisfies the
sufficiently scattered condition (Definition 3) and (11), then
any optimal solution of Problem (21) is W? = W\Π,H? =
H\Π
>, where Π is a permutation matrix.
In retrospect, it is not surprising that the identifiability of
VolMin relates to the scattering of the rows of H\—since the
scattering of H\ translates to the spread of x1, . . . ,xN in
the convex hull spanned by W\(:, 1), . . . ,W\(:, R), and this
is what enables the success of volume minimization. Remark-
ably, VolMin sets W\ free—it merely requires rank(W\) = R
to be satisfied, yet it allows W\ to have negative elements
and/or be completely dense. As we have discussed, this can
potentially benefit a lot of applications for which the plain
NMF cannot offer identifiability. The price to pay is that
the optimization problem could be even more cumbersome
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to handle compared to the plain NMF, due to the determinant
term for measuring volume.
C. Towards More Relaxed Conditions
Simplex volume minimization has significant advantages
over plain NMF and separability-based NMF, as we have pre-
viously seen that the known sufficient identifiability condition
of simplex volume minimization is much better or much more
relaxed than those of plain NMF and separability-based NMF.
But there is a small caveat: the identifiability is established
under the assumption that H\ is row-stochastic. This, in some
applications, is not a very restrictive assumption. For example,
in hyperspectral imaging, H\(`, :) corresponds to the so-called
abundance vector whose elements represent the proportions of
the materials contained in pixel `, and thus is naturally nonneg-
ative and sum-to-one. On the other hand, this assumption is not
without loss of generality: one cannot assume H\1 = 1 for all
the factorization models X = W\H>\ . As mentioned, if W\
and H\ are nonnegative, the sum-to-one condition on the rows
of H\ can be enforced by data column normalization [37].
However, when W\ contains negative elements, normalization
does not work (cf. the insert in Sec. III).
Very recently, Fu et al. [15] proposed a simple fix to the
above issue. Specifically, the following matrix factorization
criterion is proposed:
minimize
W ,H
det
(
W>W
)
(22a)
subject to X = WH> (22b)
H ≥ 0, 1>H = ρ1>, (22c)
where ρ > 0 is any positive real number. The above criterion
looks very much like the VolMin criterion in (21), but with
the constraint on H changed—the sum-to-one constraint is
now on the columns of H (if one lets ρ = 1), which is
without loss of generality since column scaling of W\ and
counter column scaling of H\ are intrinsic degrees of freedom
in every matrix factorization model. In other words, no column
normalization is needed for assuming 1>H = ρ1>, and this
assumption can always be made without loss of generality:
H ≥ 0 and 1>H = ρ1> imply that ‖H(:, r)‖1 = ρ for all
r, which means that we wish to fix the column scaling of the
right latent factor. It is proven in [15] that:
If rank(W\) = rank(H\) = R and H\ is sufficiently scat-
tered (Definition 3), then the optimal solution of Problem (22)
is W? = W\ΠD,H? = H\Π>D−1, where Π and D are
permutation and full-rank scaling matrices as before.
This generalizes the result of VolMin identifiability in a
significant way: the matrix factorization model X = W\H>\
is identifiable given any full column rank W\ and a suffi-
ciently scattered nonnegative H\—which is by far the mildest
identifiability condition for nonnegative matrix factorization.
Insights Behind Criterion (22) The criterion is inspired
by the intuition that we demonstrated in Fig. 11. There
may exist a nontrivial Q such that
X = W\QQ
−1H>\ ,
H\Q
−>≥ 0, 1>H\Q−>= ρ1>,
(23)
Such a Q must be ‘shrinking’ the red region in Fig. 11
(left), which makes the rows of H = H\Q−> closer
to each other in terms of the Euclidean distance in the
nonnegative orthant; otherwise, H is infeasible if H\
is sufficiently scattered. To prevent this from happen-
ing, we can maximize det(HH>)—which, intuitively
speaking, maximizes the area of the red region covered
by cone{H>} in Fig. 11 (left). Note that maximizing
det(HH>) is equivalent to minimizing det(W>W ) un-
der the equality constraint X = WH>, which leads to
the criterion in (22). In fact, one can rigorously show that
|det(Q)| ≥ ρ
for any Q satisfying (23) if H\ is sufficiently scattered
and the column sums are ρ, and the equality holds
if and only if Q is a permutation matrix [8], [15].
This leads to det(W>W ) = |det(Q)|2 det(W>\W\) ≥
ρ2 det(W>\W\), where the lower bound is attained if and
only if Q is a permutation matrix. This is the key for
showing the soundness of the criterion in (22).
How important is choosing the right factorization
model? Here, we present a toy example to demonstrate
how identifiability of the factorization tools affects the
performance under different data models. We generate
X = W\H
>
\ with different types of latent factors.
Following the simulation setup in [15], three cases of
W\ are generated: case 1 has elements of W\ following
the uniform distribution between 0 and 1 with a density
level s = nnz(W\)/(MR) = 0.65, case 2 the uniform
distribution between 0 and 1 with s = 1, and case
3 the i.i.d. standard Gaussian distribution. For all three
cases, the elements of H\ follow the uniform distribution
between 0 and 1 with a density level s = 0.65. The
first two cases have both W\ and H\ being nonnegative,
while W\ has many negative values in the third case. We
put under test separability-based NMF (SPA [37]), plain
NMF (HALS [61]), volume-minimization (VolMin) [58],
and the determinant-based criterion in (22) (ALP [15]),
respectively, under R = 3, 5, 10, 15. The mean squared
error (MSE) of the estimated Ĥ (as defined in [14], [15])
by different approaches can be seen in Table II.
Several important observations that reflect the im-
portance of identifiability are in order: First, for the
separability-based algorithm, when R is small and the
separability condition is relatively easy to be satisfied by
a moderately sparse H\, it works very well for case 1
and case 2. It does not work well for case 3 since the
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adopted algorithm, i.e., SPA, needs the row-stochasticity
assumption of H\, which cannot be enforced when W\
contains negative elements. Second, the plain NMF works
well for case 1, since both W\ and H\ are very likely
sufficiently scattered, but it fails for the second and third
cases since the W\’s are dense there, which violates a
necessary condition for plain NMF identifiability. Third,
VolMin exhibits high estimation accuracy for the first two
cases since its identifiability holds for any full column-
rank W\. But it fails in the third case because it cannot
enforce the row-stochasticity of H\ there (note that we
have applied the column normalization trick before apply-
ing VolMin and SPA—which does not work if W\ is not
nonnegative). Fourth, the determinant based method can
successfully identify H\ in all three cases, which echoes
our comment that this criterion needs by far the mildest
condition for identifiability. Table II illustrates the pivotal
role of identifiability in NMF problems.
We should finish with a remark that it is not always rec-
ommended to use the approaches that offer the strongest
identifiability guarantees (e.g., VolMin and the criterion
in (22)), since these pose harder optimization problems
in practice and normally require more runtime; also see
Table II. This will be explained in the next section.
TABLE II
THE ESTIMATED MSE OF Ĥ (AFTER FIXING PERMUTATION AND SCALING
AMBIGUITIES) AND AVERAGE RUNTIME GIVEN BY DIFFERENT
APPROACHES UNDER DIFFERENT DATA MODELS.
Case
Separability-Based [37] Plain NMF [9], [61]
R = 3 R = 5 R = 10 R = 15 R = 3 R = 5 R = 10 R = 15
Case 1 1.11E-32 0.0008 0.1037 0.2475 1.31E-05 4.89E-05 0.0005 0.0014
Case 2 1.08E-32 0.0002 0.0424 0.0881 0.0077 0.0149 0.0411 0.1322
Case 3 0.4714 0.7242 0.7280 0.7979 0.3489 0.2787 0.2628 0.3260
runtime (sec.) 0.0006 0.0005 0.0008 0.0010 0.0550 0.0872 0.2915 0.5622
Case
VolMin [17], [58] Determinant-Based Criterion (22) [15]
R = 3 R = 5 R = 10 R = 15 R = 3 R = 5 R = 10 R = 15
Case 1 7.64E-06 7.33E-08 2.89E-08 1.47E-04 1.76E-17 1.07E-17 1.91E-17 2.43E-17
Case 2 2.78E-05 7.78E-10 1.17E-08 5.76E-04 2.02E-17 1.54E-17 1.96E-17 2.02E-17
Case 3 0.6566 1.0035 1.2103 1.2541 2.08E-17 1.90E-17 1.84E-17 1.86E-17
runtime (sec.) 0.0128 0.0124 0.0224 0.0341 2.6780 4.3743 9.2779 13.9156
VI. ALGORITHMS
Identifiability, as a theoretical subject, has significant im-
plications on how well an NMF criterion or procedure will
perform in real-world applications. On the other hand, iden-
tifiability is not equivalent to solvability or tractability. Upon
a closer look at the NMF methods described in the above
sections, one will realize that many separability-based meth-
ods lead to polynomial-time algorithms, but separability-free
methods such as determinant minimization require us to solve
nonconvex optimization problems. In fact, both the plain
NMF and determinant minimization problems are known to
fall in the NP-hard problem class [62], [63]. Hence, how to
effectively handle an NMF criterion is often times an art,
which must also take into consideration computational and
memory complexities, regularization, and (local) convergence
guarantees simultaneously—all of which contribute to good
performance in practice.
In this section, we will review the main ideas behind
the separability-free algorithms, since separability-based ap-
proaches are either associated with tractable convex formu-
lations or greedy procedures—which are already quite well-
understood.
A. Fitting-Based NMF
The computational aspects of plain NMF is very well studied.
Let us denote
f(W ,H) =
∥∥X −WH>∥∥2
F
+ r1(W ) + r2(H),
where r1(·) and r2(·) are certain regularizers that take into
consideration prior knowledge, e.g., sparsity. In some cases,
‖X −WH>‖2F is replaced by L(X||WH>) where L(·||·)
denotes distance measures that are non-Euclidean and is
suitable for certain types of data [18] (e.g., the Kullback-
Leibler (KL)-divergence for count data). The general problem
of interest is
minimize
W≥0,H≥0
f(W ,H). (24)
This naturally leads to the following block coordinate descent
(BCD) scheme:
W (t+1) ← arg min
W≥0
f
(
W ,H(t)
)
, (25a)
H(t+1) ← arg min
H≥0
f
(
W (t+1),H
)
, (25b)
where t is the iteration index. Note that Problems (25a)-(25b)
are both convex problems under a variety of distance measures
(e.g., Euclidean distance, KL-divergence, and β-divergence)
and convex regularizations (e.g., ‖ · ‖1 and ‖ · ‖2F ). Therefore,
the subproblems can be solved by a large variety of off-
the-shelf convex optimization algorithms. Many such BCD
algorithms were summarized in [22], [27]. One of the recently
developed algorithms, namely, the AO-ADMM algorithm [64]
employs ADMM for solving the subproblems (25a)-(25b). The
salient feature of ADMM is that it can easily handle a large
variety of regularizations and constraints simultaneously via
introducing slack variables judiciously and leveraging easily
solvable subproblems.
Note that the subproblems need not be solved exactly. The
popular multiplicative update (MU) and a recently developed
algorithm [65] both update W and H via solving local
approximations of Problems (25a) and (25b). There is an
interesting trade-off between using exact and inexact solutions
of (25a) and (25b). Generally speaking, exact BCD uses
fewer iterations to obtain a good solution, but the per-iteration
complexity is higher relative to the inexact ones. Inexact
updating uses many more iterations in general, but some
interesting and pragmatic tricks can help substantially reduce
the number of iterations, e.g., the combination of Nesterov’s
extrapolation and alternating gradient projection in [65]. We
refer the readers to [22], [23], [27], [65] for detailed survey
of plain NMF algorithms.
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B. Optimizing Determinant Related Criteria
Next, we turn our attention to the determinant minimization
problems in (21) and (22). Determinant minimization is quite
a hard nonconvex problem. The remote sensing community
has spent much effort in this direction (to implement Craig’s
belief ) [57]–[59], [66].
• Successive Convex Approximation (SCA) The work in
[57]–[59] considered a case where W\ is a square matrix and
H\ satisfies (11). The methods can be summarized in a unified
way: Consider a square and full rank W . It has a unique
inverse Z = W−1. Hence, the problem in (21) can be recast
as
maximize
Z
|det(Z)| (26a)
subject to 1>ZX = 1>, ZX ≥ 0, (26b)
since det(W>W ) = |det(W )|2 when M = R, and
minimizing |det(W )| is equivalent to maximizing |det(Z)|.
Problem (26) is still nonconvex, but now the constraints are all
convex sets. From this point, the methods in [8], [15], [59] and
the methods in [57], [58] take two different routes to handle
the above (and its variants).
The first route is successive convex approximation [57],
[58]. First, it is noted that the objective can be changed to
minimizing − log |det(Z)| which does not change the optimal
solution but the log function keeps log |det(Z)| ‘safely’
inside the differentiable domain—as it penalizes nonsingular
Q very heavily. This way, the gradient of the cost function
can be used for optimization. Then, by right-multiplying
X† = X>(XX>)−1 to both sides of the equality constraint
of Problem (26), we have 1>Z = a, where a = 1>X†. The
resulting optimization problem may be re-expressed as
minimize
Q
− log |detZ| (27a)
subject to 1>Z = a, ZX ≥ 0, (27b)
The cost function can be approximated by the following
quadratic function locally around Z = Z(t):
f̂
(
Z;Z(t)
)
= f
(
Z(t)
)
+
〈
∇Zf
(
Z(t)
)
,Z −Z(t)
〉
+
γ
2
∥∥∥Z −Z(t)∥∥∥2
F
where f(Z) denotes the objective in (27), and the γ is a pa-
rameter that is associated with the step size. Given f̂(Z;Z(t)),
the subproblem in iteration t is
Z(t+1) ← arg min
1>Z=a, ZX≥0
f̂
(
Z;Z(t)
)
(28)
which is a convex quadratic program. Using a general-
purpose second-order optimization algorithm (e.g., the Newton
method) to solve Problem (28) needs O(R6
√
RN) flops [57],
since there are R2 optimization variables and RN inequality
constraints. However, there are special structures to be ex-
ploited, and using a customized ADMM algorithm to solve
it brings down the per-iteration complexity to O(R2N) flops
[44], [58].
• Alternating Linear Programming (ALP) The second route
is alternating linear programming [8], [59]. The major idea
is to optimize w.r.t. the jth row of Z while fixing all the
other rows in Z. Note that det(Z) = q>jrj where rj =
[rj(1), . . . , rj(R)]
>, rj(k) = (−1)j+k det(Zj,k) by the co-
factor expansion of determinant, and Zj,k ∈ R(R−1)×(R−1) is
a submatrix of Z that is formed by nullifying the jth row and
kth column of Z. Hence, by considering maximize |det(Z)|
subject to the constraints in (26), the resulting update is
z
(t+1)
j ← arg maxzj |r
>
jzj | (29a)
subject to 1>zj = bj , z>jX ≥ 0, (29b)
where bj = 1> −
∑
m6=j(z
(t)
m )>X . The objective is still
nonconvex, but can be solved by comparing the solutions
of two linear programs with objective functions being r>jzj
and −r>jzj , respectively. The idea of alternating linear pro-
gramming can be applied to the modified criterion in (22)
[8], [15] as well. In terms of complexity, the algorithm costs
O(R2N) flops for every iteration, even if we use the interior-
point algorithm to solve (29), due to the small scale of the
linear programs; see more discussion in [8] and an acceleration
strategy in [44].
• Regularized Fitting Another way to tackle the determinant
minimization problems is to consider a regularized variant:
minimize
W ,H
∥∥X −WH>∥∥2
F
+ λ · g(W ) (30a)
subject to W ∈ W, H ∈ H, (30b)
where g(·) is an optimization surrogate of det(W>W ) andW
and H are constraint sets for W and H , respectively. The
formulation in (30) can easily incorporate prior information on
W and H (via adding different constraints), and its use of the
fitting term
∥∥X −WH>∥∥2
F
in the objective function makes
the formulation exhibit some form of noise robustness. Some
commonly used constraints are W = {W |W ≥ 0}, H =
{H|H1 = 1,H ≥ 0}, where H is naturally inherited from
the VolMin criterion and W takes into consideration of the
prior knowledge of W . The problem in (30) is essentially a
regularized version of plain NMF, and can also be handled via
two block coordinate descent w.r.t. W and H , respectively.
However, the subproblems can be much harder than those in
plain NMF—depending on the regularization term g(·) that is
employed. For example, in [14], [60],
g(W ) = det(W>W )
was used. Consequently, the W -subproblem is no longer
convex. A commonly used trick to handle such a nonconvex
W -subproblem is to use projected gradient descent combined
with backtracking line search (to ensure decrease of the cost
function) [14], [66]. To circumvent line search which could be
time consuming, in [14], it was proposed to use a surrogate
for det(W>W ), namely,
g(W ) = log det(W>W + I). (31)
for some pre-specified small constant  > 0. The function
log det(W>W + I) still promotes small determinant of
W>W since log(·) is monotonic. The term I is to prevent
g(W ) from going to −∞. Such a regularization term entails
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one to design a block successive upperbound minimization
(BSUM) algorithm [67] to handle the regularized fitting prob-
lem, using simple updates of W and H without involving
any line search procedure [14]. There are various ways of
solving the W - and H-problems in the BSUM framework,
e.g., ADMM [64], [68] and (accelerated) proximal gradi-
ent [14], [65]. All these first-order optimization algorithms
cost O(R2(M +N)) flops for one iteration.
We should mention that many other different approxima-
tions for simplex volume or determinant of W>W exist [66],
[69], [70]. For example, in [69], Berman et al. employs an
even simpler regularization, which is
g(W ) = trace(FWW>),
where F = RI − 11>. Essentially, this regularization approx-
imates the volume of conv {w1, . . . ,wR} using the sum of
squared distances between all the pairs of wi and wj (since
g(W ) ∝ ∑Ri=1∑Rj=i+1 ‖wi − wj‖22)— which intuitively
relates to the volume of conv{W }. This makes the W -
subproblem convex and easy to handle. Nevertheless, this
approximation of simplex volume is considered rough and
usually using determinant or log-determinant outputs better
results according to empirical evidences [14].
VII. MORE DISCUSSIONS ON APPLICATIONS
In this section, with everything that we have learned, we
will take another look at the applications to discuss how to
choose appropriate factorization tools for them.
A. Case Study: Topic Modeling
Recall that X is a word-document matrix, X(m,n) is the
term-frequency of the mth word in document n, W\ is the
word-topic matrix, and H\ is the document-topic matrix. It
makes sense to assume that there are a few characteristic words
for each topic, which other topics do not use. In the literature,
such characteristic words are called anchor words, whose
existence is the same as the separability condition holding for
W\. Note that if the anchor word assumption holds for the
model X = C\ΣD>\ (where W\ = C\ and H\ = D\Σ\),
it also holds for the second-order model P = C\E\C>\ since
the P matrix carries the word-topic matrix with it. Therefore,
many separability-based NMF algorithms were applied to
P or X for topic mining [7], [30], [38]. In some cases,
e.g., when the dictionary size is small, the topics may not
have anchor words captured in the dictionary. Under such
scenarios, it is ‘safer’ to apply the computationally more
challenging yet identifiability-wise more robust methods such
as the introduced determinant based method in (22) and its
variants [8], [44].
Community Detection Note that the discussion here
for anchor words-based topic modeling also holds for
the community detection problem in (7). The only dif-
ference is that the anchor-word assumption is replaced
by the ‘pure-node’ assumption, where a pure node is
a node who has a single community membership; i.e.,
there exists θ`r = e
>
r for r = 1, . . . , R [10], [34].
Under the pure-node assumption, H in (7) satisfies the
separability condition, and thus the algorithms that we
introduced in Sec. IV can be directly applied. Also note
that in the community detection model (7), W is not
necessarily nonnegative. Nevertheless, the separability-
based and determinant-based algorithms are not affected
in terms of identifiability, as we have learned from the
previous sections.
Another point that is worth mentioning is that to estimateC\
from the second-order model P = C\E\C>\ , it is desired to
directly work on the symmetric tri-factorization model, instead
of treating P as an asymmetric factorization model (i.e., by
letting W\ = C\E\ and H\ = C\)—since the former is
more natural. It was proved in the literature [8], [44] that the
criterion
minimize
C,E
|det (E) | (32a)
subject to X = CEC> (32b)
1>C = 1>, C ≥ 0. (32c)
can identify C\ and E\ with trivial ambiguities—if C\ is suffi-
ciently scattered. Note that the column-stochasticity constraint
onC in (32) is added because the topics are modeled as PMFs.
In terms of computation, such a tri-factorization model is
seemingly harder to handle relative to the bi-factorization mod-
els. Nevertheless, some good heuristic algorithms exist [8],
[21], [44]; see the supplementary materials on tri-factorization
and symmetric NMF for more information.
Table III shows the performance of two anchor-based al-
gorithms (i.e., SPA [37] and XRAY [38]) and an anchor-free
algorithm [8], [44], when applied to 319 real documents. One
can see that SPA only identifies a single topic (all the columns
of Ŵ correspond to a sexual misconduct case in the military).
XRAY identifies two topics, i.e., the sexual misconduct story
and the Cavalese cable car disaster which happened in Italy,
1998. The AnchorFree algorithm [8], [44] that employs the
criterion in (32) identifies three different topics. Note that the
topic that is clearly related to the New York City’s traffic and
taxi drivers was never discovered by the separability-based
methods. This example shows the power of the sufficiently
scattered condition-based algorithms in topic mining.
B. Case Study: HMM Identification
In the HMM model, M(i, r) = Pr[Yt = yi|Xt = xr] which
is the emission probability of Yt = yi given that the latent state
Xt = xr. In this case, the separability condition translates to
that for every latent state, there is an observable state that is
emitted by this latent state with an overwhelming probability.
This is not impossible, but it heavily hinges on the application
that one is working with. For more general cases where the
separability condition is hard to argue, using a determinant
based method ( such as that in (32)) is always ‘safer’ in terms
of identifiability.
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TABLE III
PROMINENT 3 TOPICS FOUND FROM 319 DOCUMENTS IN THE TDT2
DATASET ( DICTIONARY SIZE = 4, 864) BY DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS.
SPA [37] XRAY [38] AchorFree [8]
mckinney mckinney mckinney mckinney mckinney cable mckinney cable mayor
sergeant sergeant sergeant sergeant sergeant plane sergeant marine giuliani
gene gene gene gene gene italian gene italy city
martial army martial martial martial italy martial italian drivers
sexual major armys major sexual car sexual plane york
major sexual sexual sexual misconduct marine misconduct accident mayors
court rank misconduct court armys accident armys car giulianis
misconduct obstruction major army enlisted jet major jet yorkers
mckinneys martial court misconduct major flying enlisted crew citys
armys misconduct enlisted accusers court ski court ski rudolph
enlisted justice counts armys mckinneys crew army flying street
army enlisted topenlisted mckinneys army 20 mckinneys 20 cab
accusers reprimanded army enlisted soldier aviano soldier pilot taxi
women sentence 19 women charges pilot women aviano pedestrians
six armys former six women gondola charges gondola civility
charges conviction soldier former former military former military police
soldier court mckinneys charges six base six base cabbies
former charges jurors soldier 19 severed accusers severed manhattan
testified jury women sexually testified altitude jury resort traffic
sexually mckinneys charges harassing jury killed counts altitude vendors
A practical estimation criterion for HMM identification is
as follows:
minimize
M ,Θ
KL
(
Ω||MΘM>)+ λ|det(Θ)| (33)
subject to 1>M = 1>, M ≥ 0, 1>Θ1 = 1, Θ ≥ 0,
where the constraints are due to the fact the columns of
M and the matrix Θ are both respectable PMFs, and
KL
(
Ω||MΘM>) measures the KL-divergence between Ω
and MΘM>. The formulation in (33) can be understood
as a reformulation of (32) by lifting constraint (32b) to the
objective function under the KL-divergence based distance
measure. Using the regularized fitting criterion instead of a
hard constraint Ω = MΘM> is because there is noise in
Ω—since it is usually estimated via sample averaging. The
data fitting part employs the KL-divergence as a distance
measure since Ω is an estimate of a joint PMF, and MΘM>
is supposed to be a parameterization of the true PMF—and
KL divergence is the most natural measure for the distance
between PMFs. The term |det(Θ)| is critical, since it
offers identifiability support. Optimizing the Problem (33) is
highly nontrivial, since it is a symmetric model under the KL
divergence, but can be approached by carefully approximating
the objective using local optimization surrogates; see [21] for
details.
In the literature, the HMM identification problem was
formulated as follows [20]:
minimize
M ,Θ
∥∥Ω −MΘM>∥∥2
F
(34)
subject to 1>M = 1T , M ≥ 0, 1>Θ1 = 1, Θ ≥ 0.
The key difference between (33) and (34) is that the latter
does not have identifiability guarantees of the latent param-
eters. The impact in practice is quite significant—see the
experiment results in Fig. 14, where both formulations are
applied to estimating the transition and emission probabilities
from synthetic HMM data. One can see that the identifiability-
guaranteed approach largely outperforms the other approach.
This example well demonstrates the impact of identifiability
in practice—under the same data model, the performance can
be quite different with or without identifiability support.
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Fig. 14. The total variation difference (defined as 1/2R‖M\ − M̂‖1 and
1/2R‖Θ\ − Θ̂‖1, respectively) between the ground truth and algorithm-
estimated transition probability (left) and emission probability (right). The
result is averaged over 10 random problem instances. In this example, we
have M = 100 observable states and R = 20 latent states. Both the transition
and the emission probability matrices are generated randomly following an
exponential distribution, and 50% elements of the emission matrix are set to
be zeros—so that the sufficiently scattered condition holds for M .
VIII. TAKE-HOME POINTS, OPEN QUESTIONS,
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this feature article, we have reviewed many recent
developments in identifiable nonnegative matrix factorization,
including models, identifiability theory and methods, and
timely applications in signal processing and machine learning.
Some take-home points are summarized as follows:
• Different applications may have different characteristics, and
thus choosing a right NMF tool for the application at hand is
essential. For example, plain NMF is considered not suitable
for hyperspectral unmixing, since the W\ matrices there are
in general dense, which violates the necessary condition for
plain NMF identifiability.
• Separability-based methods have many attractive features,
such as identifiability, solvability, provable noise robustness,
and the existence of lightweight greedy algorithms. In appli-
cations where separability is likely to hold (e.g., community
detection in the presence of ‘pure nodes’ and hyperspectral
unmixing with pure pixels), it is a highly recommended
approach to try first.
• Sufficiently scattered condition-based approaches are very
powerful and need a minimum amount of model assumptions.
These approaches ensure identifiability under mild conditions
and often outperform separability-based algorithms in appli-
cations like topic mining and HMM identification, where the
separability condition is likely violated. The caveat is that the
optimization problems arising in such approaches are usually
hard, and judicious design that is robust to noise and outliers
is often needed.
There are also some very important open questions in the
field:
• The plain NMF, VolMin, and Problem (22) are NP-hard
problems. But in practice we often observe very accurate so-
lutions (up to machine accuracy), at least when noise is absent.
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The conjecture is that with some additional assumptions, the
problems can be shown to be solvable with high probability—
while now the understanding to this aspect is still limited.
If solvability can be established under some conditions of
practical interest, then, combining with identifiability, NMF’s
power as a learning tool will be lifted to another level.
• Noise robustness of the NMF models is not entirely well
understood so far. This is particularly true for separability-
free cases. The Crame´r-Rao bound evaluation in [27] may
help identify effective algorithms, but this approach is still
a heuristic. Worst-case analysis is desired since it helps un-
derstand the limitations of the adopted NMF methods for any
problem instance.
• Necessary conditions for NMF identifiability is not very well
understood, but necessary conditions are often useful in saving
practitioners’ effort for trying NMF on some hopeless cases.
It is conjectured that the sufficiently scattered condition is
also necessary for VolMin, which is consistent with numerical
evidence. But the proof is elusive.
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APPENDIX A
ELLIPSOID VOLUME MINIMIZATION FOR
SEPARABILITY-BASED NMF
In [55], Mizutani introduced the ellipsoid-volume
minimization-based NMF, whose intuition is shown in
Fig. 15 using a case where M = R = 2. This method finds a
minimum-volume ellipsoid that is centered at the origin and
encloses the data columns x1, . . . ,xN and their ‘mirrors’
−x1, . . . ,−xN . Then, under the separability condition, the
minimum-volume enclosing ellipsoid ‘touches’ the data cloud
at ±W\(:, r) for r = 1, . . . , R. The identification criterion is
formulated as follows:
Fig. 15. Geometric illustration of the ER method when M = R = 2. Note
that H\1 = 1 is assumed and that the solid circle represent the minimum-
volume ellipsoid that is sought.
minimize
L
− log det(L) (35a)
subject to L  0 (35b)
x>`Lx` ≤ 1, ∀` (35c)
Here, x>Lx ≤ 1 represents an ellipsoid in the R-dimensional
space, the constraint (35c) means that all the x`’s are enclosed
in the ellipsoid parametrized by L, and − log det(L) measures
the volume of the ellipsoid. Note that Problem (35) is very
well studied in convex geometry and thus many off-the-shelf
algorithms can be directly applied for NMF.
By assuming that H\ is row-stochastic and M = R, it
was shown that the active points that satisfy x>`L?x` = 1
are those x`r = W\(:, `r) for r = 1, . . . , R, where L? is
the optimal solution to Problem (35)—which is consistent
with our observation in Fig. 15. This algorithm, referred to
as the ellipsoid rounding (ER) algorithm, is also robust to
noise. One possible downside of ER is that it only works with
square W\, which means that when M > R, a dimensionality
reduction procedure has to be employed, resulting in a two-
stage approach, which could be prone to error propagation.
Working with the reduced-dimension W\ also loses the oppor-
tunity to incorporate prior information of the original W\, e.g.,
sparsity and nonnegativity, which are crucial for performance
enhancement in noisy cases. Dimensionality reduction also
requires an accurate knowledge of R, which the self-dictionary
methods do not need—in fact, the self-dictionary methods
can even help estimate R in noisy cases [39]. The upshot
of ER is that it only has R2 optimization variables, which is
considerably smaller than N2 in many real-world applications
(e.g., in topic modeling R is the number of topics and N is
usually the number of documents or number of words in a
dictionary), which may potentially lead to memory-wise more
economical algorithms.
APPENDIX B
SPA, GREEDY PURSUIT, AND SIMPLEX VOLUME
MAXIMIZATION
Besides the pure algebraic derivation of SPA, SPA can be
derived from many other ways. Consider the self-dictionary
sparse optimization problem:
minimize
C
‖C‖row−0
subject to X = XC
C ≥ 0, 1>C = 1>,
One way to handle the problem is to apply the so-called
simultaneous orthogonal matching pursuit (SOMP) algorithm
in compressive sensing; i.e., one can find out an ‘active atom’
in the dictionary X by the following:
ˆ`
1 = max
`=1,...,N
‖X>x`‖q, (36)
since an active atom (x`r for `r ∈ Λ) in the dictionary is
likely to exhibit large correlation with the data X . By setting
q =∞, one can see that
max
`=1,...,N
‖X>x`‖∞ = max
`∈{1,...,N}
max
n∈{1,...,N}
|x>nx`|
= max
`∈{1,...,N}
‖x`‖22,
where the last equality is by the Cauchy-Shwartz inequality,
and the above is exactly the first step of SPA. In fact, SPA
and SOMP are completely equivalent when q = ∞ in (36)
[39]. Another way to derive SPA is to consider the so-
called simplex volume maximization criterion; i.e., the vertices
of conv {X} can be found by finding a maximum-volume
simplex that is inside the data cloud, if separability is satisfied.
The intuition behind the formulation is shown in Fig. 16,
which is sometimes referred to as the Winter’s belief [42] in
the remote sensing literature. The optimization problem can
be expressed as
maximize
W
det(W>W )
subject to W = XC, C ≥ 0,1>C = 1>,
where the objective is a measure of the simplex spanned by
the columns of W and the constraints means that W ∈
conv {X}. The above optimization problem can be solved
by a simple greedy algorithm—which turns out to be exactly
SPA; see derivations in [7], [26], [42].
APPENDIX C
MORE APPLICATIONS: BLIND SEPARATION OF
NON-STATIONARY AND STATIONARY SOURCES
Blind source separation (BSS) is a classic signal processing
problem. A simple instantaneous mixture case of BSS admits
the following signal model:
y[t] = As[t], t = 0, 1, 2, . . . (37)
where ym[t] (the mth element of the vector y[t] ∈ CM )
denotes the mth received signal (by sensor m) at time t, sr[t]
(the rth element of the vector s[t] ∈ CR) denotes the rth
source at time t andA ∈ CM×R is the mixing matrix. Here we
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Fig. 16. Intuition behind simplex volume maximization: the ground-truth
convex hull conv
{
W\
}
is found via finding the maximum-volume simplex
spanned by W which is enclosed in the data convex hull conv {X}.
assume the signals and the mixing system are both complex-
valued since BSS are commonly applied in the complex
domain (e.g., the frequency domain in convolutive speech
mixture separation [71] and communication signal separation
[19]). With the observations y[t] for t = 1, . . . , T , the goal
of BSS is to estimate A and s[t] for t = 1, . . . , T . BSS
finds many applications in speech and audio processing, array
processing, and communications.
1) Speech Separation: To recast the BSS problem as an
NMF problem, consider a case where sr[t] is a zero-mean
piecewise stationary (or quasi-stationary—meaning that the
source is stationary within a short time interval but the
statistics vary from interval to interval), which is a commonly
used model for speech sources. Consequently, one can approx-
imate the following local correlation matrix (e.g., via sample
averaging):
R` = E{y[t]y[t]H} = ADnAH , t ∈ interval `,
and Dn = E{s[t]s[t]H} is the local covariance of the sources
(assuming zero-mean sources) within interval n. Note that D`
is diagonal if the sources are zero-mean and are uncorrelated,
and D`(r, r) is the local average power of source r within
interval n—which is nonnegative. Then, by forming a matrix
X = [x1, . . . ,xN ] where x` = vec(R`), we have
X = WH>,
where W = A∗  A and H(`, :)> = diag(D`), where
diag(Z) means taking the diagonal of Z and making it a
column vector (as in MATLAB) and  is the Khatri-Rao
product [72]. Here, one can see that H is a nonnegative factor,
and the factorization model above is considered NMF in a
broader sense, as discussed before. Factoring X to W and
H identifies the mixing system A3, which is usually a critical
stepping stone towards source separation.
Although many sophisticated algorithms exist for source
separation (e.g., independent component analysis (ICA) [2],
joint diagonalization [73], and tensor decomposition [74]),
using NMF techniques (especially separability-based NMF)
can further boost the performance—in particular, the runtime
performance. In speech separation, separability approximately
3This is because W (:, r) = A(:, r)∗ ⊗ A(:, r) where ⊗ denotes the
Kronecker product [72] and thus A(:, r) can be estimated from W (:, r) via
eigendecomposition [17].
time axis
time duration dominated by source 2
time duration dominated by source 1
s2[t]
s1[t]
Fig. 17. The local dominance phenomenon in speech separation, which gives
rise to the spearability condition if the problem is recast as an NMF problem
as described.
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Fig. 18. The MSE (measured at SNR=10dB) of the estimated A and average
runtime performance in the speech separation problem, respectively. Here, 5
sources with a 6-second duration are used; 6 sensors are employed. ‘ProSPA’
[17] is an NMF based approach under the local correlation formulation. All
the baselines are competitive source separation methods. ProSPA exhibits
50 times faster execution time compared to the competitor that has similar
accuracy (FFDIAG) [75]. More details can be found in [17].
holds for H\ if there exists short time durations where only
one speaker is speaking. This makes sense since there are
a lot of pauses and stops during utterances; see Fig. 17.
SPA and its variants can be applied to identify W\ (and
thus A). Since SPA is a Gram-Schmidt-like algorithm, it
helps unmix the speech signal in nearly real time (cf. the
‘ProSPA’ algorithm in Fig. 18, which is based on SPA
and judicious preprocessing). When there are many speakers
talking simultaneously, using volume minimization initialized
by ProSPA gives more promising results [17], since now the
separability condition is likely violated.
2) Power Spectra Separation: In some wireless communi-
cation systems such as cognitive radio, it is desired to establish
spectral awareness—i.e., to build up the knowledge about the
spectral (un)occupancy so that transmission opportunities can
be identified.
Consider the received signals at the receivers of a cognitive
radio system, which can be represented as in (37). Note that
now the sources are transmitted signals from some primary
or licensed users, and are usually assumed to be zero-mean
and wide-sense stationary. The goal is to identify the power
spectrum of each individual source, so that interference avoid-
ance strategies can be designed for the cognitive transmitters.
In such cases, we can use the following idea to construct an
NMF model. We first compute the auto-correlation of ym[t],
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Motivating Example - Power Spectra Separation
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Fig. 19. Different outcomes for a spectra separation problem in cognitive
radio. Two primary transmitt rs and two cognitive receivers are used in this
experiment. The data was measured in the Communications Laboratory at
University of Minnesota with USRP software defined radios; see [19]. Left:
mixture of the received power spectra observed at receiver 1. Right: the
unmixed spectra by different NMF approaches. Figure reproduced (permission
will be sought) from [19], c© IEEE.
which is
r[τ ] = E [y∗[t]~ y[t− τ ]] = (A∗ ~A) q[τ ], ∀τ,
if the sources are spatially uncorrelated, where ~ is the
Hadamard product, q[τ ] ∈ CR and qr[τ ] = E[s∗r [t]sr[t− τ ]] is
the autocorrelation of the rth source. Taking Fourier transform
of each element in r[τ ], we have
z(ω) = (A∗ ~A)p(ω), ∀ω
where p(ω) ∈ RR contains the power spectral density (PSD)
of the R source signals at frequency ω. By putting the
above in a matrix X whose columns correspond to different
(discretized) frequencies, we have a model X = WH>where
W = (A∗ ~A) ≥ 0 and H(:, r) ≥ 0 the PSD of the rth
source sampled at N frequencies.
Some experiment results are shown in Fig. 19, where dif-
ferent NMF approaches are applied to separate power spectra
of two sources. The received signals were measured in the
communications laboratory at University of Minnesota. Fig. 19
shows the spectra separation results using the HALS algorithm
(plain NMF fitting) [61] and SPA, respectively. One can see
that the plain NMF does not work, since W here is dense and
violates the necessary condition for plain NMF identifiability
(to be precise, W\ results from the Hadamard product of the
wireless channel matrix and its conjugate (i.e.,W\ = A∗~A),
which is nonnegative. However, it is in general dense almost
surely since A is well-approximated by a random matrix
whose elements are drawn from some continuous distribution).
On the other hand, SPA does not need to assume any zero
patterns in the wireless channel, and the considered case
obviously satisfies the separability condition (i.e., the power
spectra of the two transmitters both have exclusive frequency
bins that the other does not use).
APPENDIX D
TRI-FACTORIZATION MODEL AND IDENTIFIABILITY
The results that were developed for identifiability of VolMin
and determinant minimization can be generalized to cover
certain tri-factorization models, which find important appli-
cations in topic modeling, community detection, and HMM
identification, as we have seen. Consider the following signal
model:
X = C\E\C
>
\ .
One way to handle the factorization problem is to first treat
C\E\ = W\ and H\ = C\ and directly apply any of the
previously introduced methods. However, this would be sup-
optimal in noisy cases, since the structure of the data matrix
is not yet fully exploited. In [8], [44], the authors proposed
the following identification criterion:
minimize
C,E
|det (E) | (38a)
subject to X = CEC> (38b)
1>C = 1>, C ≥ 0. (38c)
It was also shown in [8], [44] that:
Solving (38) leads to E? = ΠE\Π> and C? = C\Π if C\
satisfies the sufficiently scattered condition and C\ and E\
have full rank, where Π is a permutation matrix.
The above can be proven utilizing the result that we have
for the determinant-based bi-factorization criterion, by simply
looking at the identifiability of C\ in the column or row sub-
space of X . However, the practical implication is significant.
For example, the identifiability of (38) allows us to use the
following implementation with identifiability support:
minimize
C,E
‖X −CEC>‖2F + λ|det(E)| (39a)
subject to 1>C = 1>, C ≥ 0, (39b)
Problem (39) accounts for noise and it directly works with
the model X = CEC> rather than treating CE = W
and ignoring the symmetry. This way, one can also easily
incorporate prior information on E\ and C\ (e.g., E\ is
nonnegative and positive semidefinite in topic modeling) to
enhance performance in noisy cases. In addition, E is usually
a small matrix of size R × R, and dealing with det(E)
can be relatively easier than dealing with det(W>W ) where
W = CE in algorithm design.
APPENDIX E
SUBSPACE METHODS FOR SYMMETRIC NMF
As we have seen, in some applications such as topic model-
ing and HMM identification, symmetric NMF naturally arises.
The associated models, e.g.,X = W\W>\ andX = C\E\C
>
\ ,
pose very hard optimization problems, though. Unlike the
asymmetric case, where the subproblems w.r.t. each of the
block variables are convex or can be effectively approximated
by convex problems, now the optimization criteria such as
minimize
W≥0
‖X −WW>‖2F (40)
or Problem (39), are fourth-order optimization problems. In
recent years, much effort has been invested to handle Prob-
lem (40), e.g., using coordinate descent [76] and judiciously
designed BSUM [77]. These are viable approaches but are con-
sidered ‘heavy’ in implementation since they are essentially
optimizing the problem w.r.t. each element (or row) of W
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cyclically. For Problem (39), the problem is even harder since
det(E) is involved and more variables need to be optimized.
An interesting way to handle symmetric factorization has a
strong flavor of array processing, in particular, the subspace
methods. Using the idea of subspace methods, the problem of
identifying both the models X = W\W>\ and X = C\E\C
>
\
can be recast as problems that are easier to deal with—
without losing identifiability. To see this, let us consider the
tri-factorization model in (38), i.e., X = C\E\C>\ . The idea
is simple: In many applications X = BB> always holds
since X  0 (e.g., the second-order statistics-based topic
mining), where B ∈ RM×R is a square root of X . Then, it
is easy to see that B>= G\C>\ for a certain invertible G\ if
rank(X) = rank(C\) = rank(E\) = R, since range(B) =
range(X) = range(C\) under such circumstances. Therefore,
the algorithms for determinant minimization can be directly
applied for identifying G\ and C\—this is the idea in [8],
[44].
For the model X = W\W>\ , the same arguments still
hold—i.e., B = W\G\ holds for a certain invertible G\.
Therefore, the determinant minimization-based can also be
applied to identify W\, if W\ is sufficiently scattered. Nev-
ertheless, since under the model X = W\W>\ , G\G
>
\ = I
holds, an even simpler reformulation can be employed:
minimize
GG>=I,W≥0
‖B −WG‖2F ,
which can be handled by two-block coordinate descent, and
each subproblem admits a very simple solution [9]; to be more
specific, the updates are as follows:
G(t+1) ← UV>, UΣV>← svd((W (t))>B)
W (t+1) ← max{B(G(t+1))>,0},
which are both easy to implement.
The viability of the described algorithms for X = C\E\C>\
and X = W\W>\ are results of the fact that the identifiability
of C\ and W\ in the two models has nothing to do with the
structure of the respective G\’s, if C\ and W\ are sufficiently
scattered. In other words, for complicated models, if one
can identify range(C\) or range(W\) in a reliable way, the
identifiability of the associated nonnegative factors are not
lost—this insight can substantially simplify the identification
procedure in some applications.
